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The mission or the Naval Postgraduate School (NAVPGSCOL),
as detined by the Secretary of the Navy tSECNAV), is
To conduct and direct the advanced education of commis-
sioned officers, and to provide such other technical and
professional instruction as may be prescribed to meet the
needs of the Naval Service; and in support of the fore-
going, to foster and encourage a program of research in
order to sustain academic excellence. [Ref. l:p. 1]
As this mission statement recognizes, quality instruction,
coupled with a strong research program, are indispensable
elements or advanced education. However, while teaching has
been directly funded in the past through Operations and
Maintenance, iMavy vG&M.N) monies, research has been funded
through f e imbur sab 1 es . 3ECNAV has directed CNO to ensure
that, in the future. NAVPGSCOL's research program will
receive a surricient, consistent level of funding within tne
Na'/y budgetary process. SECNAVINST 70^0.12, states, in part,
that
Changes to current procedures to rinance academic researcn
at the Naval Postgraduate School are required to ensure
that sufricient funding is provided, to establish increased
rmancial control, and to ensure that the program is re-
sponsive to the needs or Secretary or the Naw iSECNAV;.
Chief of Naval Operations (.CNOj. and Commandant of the
Marine Corps * CMC > . Under current procedures, academic
research sponsored by DoN activities is being perrormed
by the NA'yPGSCOL on a reimbursable basis. In order to
remove the fiscal uncertainty inherent in this approach,
we wilt begin to mission fund all such work through the
school's Operation and Maintenance ^.O&^M.N; operating
budget effective FY 1988. This new approach is consistent
with the fact that academic research is an integral part
of the academic curriculum and should therefore be funded
as an element of the NAVPGSCOL's educational mission re-
quirements. Some reimbursable activity in support of
special programs and other DoD needs will be conducted. . .
This policy will ensure that appropriate resource levels
are applied in our budget in consonance with DoN objec-
tives. CRef . 2: p. 13
Hence, commencing in FYi988, research will be directly funded
B. REASON FOR CONDUCTING THIS STUDY
Changing the method used to fund research will, in turn,
affect the accounting systems used. There are also duplica-
tions in the existing accounting systems and procedures
which require evaluation. Accordingly, the question asked
by this thesis is, "What is the most cost-effective, useful
and efficient method of accounting for NAVPGSCOL research
money, given the projected changes in runding?"
C. METHODOLOGY
Data ror this thesis were gathered through interviews as
foil ows
:
1) 'Various personnel rrom the Academic Departments, Re-
search Administration Office, the Comptroller's Depart-
ment, and Supply Department were queried as to their
duties. Document disposition was flowcharted and
traced. and internal controls were examined.
2) Several Academic Chairmen and Principal Investigators
were interviewed regarding their usage of the informa-
tion contained on the Research Administration Office
( RAO >! Report versus that available on the Comptroller's
Report. Their opinions of the currency, timeliness and
accuracy or the RAO report were solicited. Further,
they were asked if they found any of the information on
the RaO report extraneous, whether or not they required
10
additional information, and if they would prefer
changes to the report format. Investigators were also
asked to describe any need for financial information
concerning their projects which might have been
expressed by sponsors in the past.
3) Interviews were conducted with the Deputy Comptroller,
the Supervisory Fiscal Analyst, Reimbursable Account-
ing, the Budget Officer and the Director of Research
Administration to determine their research accounting
information needs. They provided much information
concerning NAVPGSCOL procedures and the design of the
present accounting systems.
a.; The official in charge of the Internal Review program
was interviewed concerning the status and design of the
Internal Control and Internal Review programs which are
currently being implemented.
5) The capabilities of the WANG computer (currently used
to maintain the Comptroller's memorandum records) were
examined, and software options were explored.
6) Interviews were conducted with personnel from Naval
Supply Center, Oakland (the Authorized Accounting
Activity (AAA) for the school), Field Support Activity
(. NAVPGSCOL ' s major claimant;, and NAVCOMPT to determine
their respective roles, and the form in wnich account-
ing information is aggregated and utilized by each.
7) Additionally, appropriate instructions, government
accounting manuals and publications were reviewed.
It was the intent of this thesis to analyze the account-
ing system presently in use within the context of government
principles or accounting and internal control. Having noted
the various needs or users and determined the most cost




This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter I
states the reason ror conducting this study and discusses the
research methodology and the interview rormats. Chapter 11
discusses important aspects ot rederal accounting and
internal control systems. Chapter III addresses NAVPGSCOL's
accounting system. Further, it explains how research is
Tunded and budgeted. Chapter I V notes the budgeting implica-
tions of directly funding research, both locally and in terms
or the PPB3 process. Chapter V analyzes the needs or the
various users of research accounting data - such as the
Of rice of the Comptroller of the Navy vNAVCOMPT), the major
claimant, tne research sponsors, the Authorized Accounting
Activity, principle investigators iPI's;, the Comptrollerand
nis personnel, the Director or Research Administration and
his Starr, ana the department chairmen. Lastly, Chapter VI
outlines tne metnod or accounting recommended ror implemen-
tation by this thesis, notes an area requiring rurther szuoy
and draws conclusions.
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I I . BACKGROUND; DoD FUNDING. ACCOUNTING
AND INTERNAL CONTROLS
NAVPGSCOL will receive in excess of $16 million in FY
1968 tor research, split between the Operations and Maint-
enance, Navy cO&M,N) and Other Procurement, Navy (OP,N)
appropriations and re imbur sab I es. Historically, funds have
been divided between 200-300 research projects, performed
tor as many as 50 different sponsors. Properly accounting
for these monies is both difficult and complex.
Government officials are in a position of stewardship,
safeguarding the assets of the people, while using these
assets as Congress has directed to achieve their assigned
purposes. Title II of the United States General Account-
ing Office '^GAO) Policy and Procedures Manual ror Guidance
of Federal Agencies states that
Al 1 management orf icials in Federal agencies share the
responsibility for economical attainment of the purposes
and objectives of their agencies. The increasing magni-
tude of Federal expenditures requires that every reason-
able means be sought to obtain ful 1 value for each
taxpayer's dollar spent. Effective accounting can p l av an
important part in the discharge of this responsibility.
Proper accounting for the financial and other resources
entrusted to an agency is an inherent responsibilit-/ or
the managers of that agency. CRef. 3:p. 2-a.]
The purpose or this chapter is to describe the basics or
L'oD Tunding. accounting and internal controls. Accordingly.
Department or Defense (.DoD.) practices will be addressed as
follows:
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A. Describe the way shore activities receive appropriated
r unds
.
B. Review constraints on how otticials may use those
r unds
C. Detail the accounting principles and standards used in
the federal government.
D. Outline applicable accounting systems used by DoD.
E. Discuss the accounting roles of AAA and the
responsibility center.
F. Detail the interlocking responsibilities tor the
internal control, internal review and audit programs.
A. FUNDING PROCESS FOR RESPONSIBILITY CENTERS
Congress assigns funds to agencies to operate specific
programs which have been previously authorized. This is
done via Appropriation Acts, which are public laws.
An appropriation is an authorization by Act of Congress
to incur obligations ror specified purposes and to make
disbursements accordingly from the Treasury. Appropriations
may be described as being for either expenses or investments,
incremental ly or ful ly funded, and of annual or multi-year
duration. Appropriations within the Navy are as follows:
Name Purpose Type Durat ion Fundi ng
OJi<M,N Ops and Maintenance Expense 1 year Incremental
MPN Military Payroll Expense 1 year Incremental
RDTJitE Research Expense 2 years Incremental
Invest








Invest 5 years Full
Invest 5 years Full
Appropriated funds are released to the various agencies
by the Treasury on a Treasury Appropriation Warrant. This
warrant specifies the appropriation symbol, the amount, and
any other Congressional restrictions. Warrants are then
countersigned by the Comptroller General, making the approp-
riated funds available for the Office of Management and
Budget COMB) to apportion. Apportionment is a determination
by 0MB limiting the amount of undelivered orders (obliga-
tions; or expenditures which may be incurred during a
specified time period. It may limit all expenditures and
obligations or limit only a certain activity, function,
project, object, or some combination or these. Apportion-
ments are not made for periods longer than one fiscal year,
even when the appropriation is multiple-year. CRef. 4:p.
Ia5] This permits control to be exercised over the rate at
which funds are spent. Thus, 0MB apportions funds to DoD.
which subsequently allocates them to the various armed ser-
vi ces
.
Next, runds are allocated. This is an authorization o",- a
designated official, such as the Comptroller of the Navy
U'JAVCOMPT), making funds available within a prescribed area
to an operating agency, such as the Chief of Naval Operations
15
iCNO), tor the purpose of making allotments and incurring
obligations. The tirst subdivision or an apportionment, an
allocation is intended to ensure that budget activities or
programs below the appropriation level comply with the
intentions ot Congress. Funds from each appropriation are
allocated individually. This maintains the separation of
funds by purpose, as Congress specified. Funds are then
reallocated to major claimants tsuch as Field Support
Activity in the case of NAVPGSCOL) for distribution to
responsibility centers. A responsibility center is a unit
which is headed by an officer or supervisor who is respon-
sible for the management of resources and can significantly
affect the expenses of the unit.
Major claimants distribute funds directly to responsi-
bility centers (.such as NAVPGSCOL) by allotments, or auth-
orizations by the head of an operating agency to the head or
an installation or organizational unit to incur obligations
within a specified amount. This is done with NA\/(i;OMPT Form
372, Allotment/Subailotment Authorization cFigure 1; for
most funds.
In the case of GikM.N funds, however, authorization is
given via a NAVCOMPT form 2168-1, Resource Authorization
i-Figure 2), and is rererred to as the Operations Budget or
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For procurement of items for lab upgrade and state-of-the-art equipment.
NAVCOMPT Form 2025 will be submitted monthly to NAVHEGFINCEN (Cede 621), Wash., DC 20360.
A copy of NAVCOMPT Form 2025 will be submitted to CNO (Op-09BF) , Wash., DC 20350-2000
Effective Date: 1 October 1986
Expiration Date for Obligational Purposes: 30 September 1987
Total to Date: 34,315,000.00
Copy to:
NAVACCTGFINCEN (NAFC 63)
NAVREGFINCEN WASH DC (Code 621)
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Figure 1. Allotment/Suballotmenc Authorization
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responsibility centers and given in the form of operating
targets or OPTARS to their cost centers.
The primary source of funds to units is generally direct
funds, as described above. However, responsibility centers
may receive additional funds in the form of reimbur sab 1 es
.
Reimbur sab I es are a lateral flow of resources from other
government activities, provided to finance the costs incurred
by the performing activity to accomplish the requesting
activity's work. Reimbursable funds are provided within the
Navy by NAVCOHPT Form 2275 (Order for Work and Services;.
Military Interdepartmental Procurement Requests CMIPRJ are
used for requests from one service to another. Generally an
organization can accept or decline the request based on its
workload and commitments, unless a memorandum of agreement
or an Interservice Support Agreement has been signed. unce
accepted, the funds are added into the perrorming activity's
obligational authority availability. vSee Figures 3, a, 5, 6)
B. SPENDING CONSTRAINTS ON MANAGEMENT
As previously mentioned, appropriations can be charac-
terized as being for either investments or expenses, incre-
mental ly or ful ly funded, and of annual or multi-year
duration. Managers must exercise care to ensure that oblig-
ations incurred for a given appropriation are in accordance
with the mandates or Congress.
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ORDER FOR WORK AND SERVICES-NAVCOMPT FORM 2275 (REV. 8-81)
A A A .. k k A A A A
1. THIS OnOER MUST BE ACCEPTED ON A nEI.
CONDITIONS LISTED ON THE REVERSE SIOB.
.nSASLE BASIS ONLY ANO IS SUBJECT TO THE
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30 Sep 1986







Office of the Chief of Naval Research, Code 01123
Arlington, VA 22217-5000








11. MAIL BILLINGS TO:
Office of the Chief of Naval
Research, Code 01123
800 N. Quincy Street
Arlington, 7A 22217-5000













AA 1761319 WICE 000 RA9W5 068342 2D 000000 00533000602 $45,000.00
M5.0O0.0OTOTAL THIS DOCUMENT
$43, goo-: 00'CUMULATIVE TOTAL
THB ORDER S BSUED AS A O I'ROJECT ORDER Q AN ECONOMY ACT ORDER ANO IS TO BE ACCOMPUSHEO ON A O PIXEO PRICE
@ COST REIMBURSEMENT BASIS. WHEN THE FIRST BLOCK IS CHECKED, THIS ORDER IS PLACED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PRO-
1^
VISIONS OF 41 U.S. CODE 23 ANO OOD DIRECTIVE 7230.1. THE FOLLOWING SUPPLEMENTARY ITEMS ON REVERSE ALSO APPLY
ANO ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THIS ORDER:
_L T- 4 V 7. a. 9
14. OE iCRIPTION OF WORK TO BE PERFORMED ANO OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
i
Funds provide for developing an approach Co estimate cost relationships for each of the
following system test and evaluation (STiE) elements:
Wind Tunnel Models 4 Test.
Static Articles 4 Test.
Fatigue Aritcles 4 Test.




Support of Contractor Flight Test.
Navy Technical Evaluation.
Operational Evaluation
Contractor Support of Navy Test.
The principal investigators are Bob Patterson (NAVAIR) and Jack Lapatra (Code 54LP)
.
CSS/CETS Restrictions: The funds provided on this funding document are not authorized for





















I CERTIFY THAT THE FUNDS CITED
ARE PROPERLY CHARGEABLE FOR
THE WORKORSERVICES REQUESTED.
AME. TITLE AJ^O SIGNATURE)
Mafy Jan^>lLll^t^-,«_/^ //UjLy<S'<^
By dire/tiyn/of/ G.T. Maupin, Director
Financiki^^i;/; /Comptroller, ONR
///5/fe
Figure 3. Order for Work and Services
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9 December 1985, cost: $275,000).
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IB. SEE ATTACHED PAGES FOR DELIVERY SCHEDULES, PRESERVATION ANO PACKAGING INSTRUCTIONS. SHIPPING
INSTRUCTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR DISTRIBUTION OF CONTRACTS ANO RELATED DOCUMENTS.
I. GRAND TOTAL
75.000.00
17. TRANSPORTATION ALLOTMENT (Umd if FOB Contractors puini
I
I CERTIFY THAT THE FUNDS CITED
ARE PROPERLY CHARGEABLE FOR
ITEMS REQUESTED.
AUTHORIZING/OFFIOIAL INAME. TITL »NO SIGNATUREI
LINDA 'QUIES, Supervisory Fiscal Analyst •12/19/36
Figure 6. Request for Contractural Procurement
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Duration refers to the amount of time the appropriation
is available for obligation by the agency before it expires.
Appropriations must be used only during their prescribed
lifetime. Following expiration, no additional funds may
be obligated. However, existing obligations may be liquid-
ated during the two year expenditure availability period
before the appropriation lapses. Once lapsed, the monies
are returned to the Treasury by the agency and any further
unliquidated obligations are tracked by the Treasury rather
than the department concerned.
Additionally, funds must be spent only for the purpose
for which Congress appropriated them. Spending an expense-
type appropriation such as 0&£M,N for an investment item or
the reverse is a violation of the Ant i -def iciency Act. Uhen
discovered, this must be reported and corrective action
taken so that the proper funds are used.
Lastly, funds must not be overob 1 i gated . The Anti-
dericiency Act prohibits the obligation or funds in excess
of the authorized amount, details reporting methods and
punishment of violations, rorbids contracting or obligating
in anticipation of receiving an appropriation, and requires
that appropriations be apportioned. An overob i i ga t i on vio-
lation of the Antidef iciency Act can result in administra-
tive disciplinary action or. if done deliberately, a $5000
criminal fine, imprisonment tor up to two years or both
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being awarded to the Commanding Ofticer ot the responsibil-
ity center.
Similarly, reimbursable runds must be spent in accor-
dance with the requirements of the appropriation from which
they were originally taken. Hence, for example, reimbursab-
le money which was initially directly funded as O&M.N cannot
be used for investment items and will expire at the end of
the fiscal year. Management must obligate these funds
according 1 y
.
Separate reimbursable job orders, as well as the OPBUD
and each allotment held, are subject to the provisions of
the Ant idef iciency Act. Careful balances uf ob I i ga t
i
Qmb
must be maintained and provisions made by management for
price changes, in order to guard against violations.
OPBUD' s are constrained in that they are promulgated via
2168-1 on a quarterly basis. Managers are aware or the
annual projected total but are required to spend only the
amounts authorized for that particular quarter. "Fences" and
"ceilings" are also used to ensure that maximum or minimum
amounts are spent in certain areas or higher authority
interest, such as Maintenance of Real Property.
Lastl',', managers are constrained bv the sponsor's direc-
tives in the area of reimbursable job orders. Reimbursable
funds are to be used only for the purpose speciried in the
agreement. Accountability is therefore kept at the
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individual sponsor level and kept separate from the perform-
ing activity's GPBUD. CRet. 5:p. i] Costs accrued are
billed to the sponsor; the intent is to cover the expenses
or the perrorming activity without generating a profit for
it.
C. FEDERAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS AND PRINCIPLES
Due to the extreme complexity and diversity of the
Federal Government there is no single "proper" accounting
system. Rather, each department or agency is required to
develop an appropriate system for its individual purposes.
GAO is tasked with reviewing and approving these systems,
thereby ensuring compliance with GAO-prescr i bed principles
and standards.
1 . Account ing_Standards .
Title II of the GAO ' s Policy and Procadures Manual
for Guidance of Federal Agencies (Accounting Principles and
Standards^ CRef. J:p. 2-9--2-13] states that Agency accoun-
ting system design must reflect the following standards:
a. Statutory Requirements.
Agencies must follow all applicable laws relat-
ing to agency accounting, administration of funds, and ap-
propriations ror which it is responsible. Each fund and
appropriation must be used only for lawful purposes.
Accounting systems must demonstrate compliance to the maxi-
mum practicable extent.
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b. Management and Congressional Needs.
A system must meet all the information needs or
0MB, the Treasury, Congress, internal management and, in the
case ot the Department or the Navy cDoN), those or other DoD
components. It must be a basis for control of funds, pro-
perty, and other assets and must allow the agency to develop
and report costs of performance by major organizational
segments, budget activities, and program structures.
c. Usefulness of Financial Data.
Data must be useful to the officials that need
them, the President, other agencies, the public, and Con-
gress. Userul information is defined as being relevant,
timely, reliable, unbiased, clear, concise, necessary, and
developed throu?gh the consistent application or accounting
standards rrom one accounting period to subsequent ones and
over all DoD components.
d. Accounting ror Responsibilities.
For maximum userulness. the system should allow
ready reporting on areas of responsibility or activity.
Past performance should be able to be compared with planned
programs to ascertain consistency and ensure it has been
within rinan(3ial limits.
2.7
e. Consistency of Programming, Budgeting, Reporting
and Accounting Classifications.
Data which are produced using consistent classi-
fications for programming, budgeting, reporting and accoun-
ting and are synchronized with the agency's organizational
structure will be of maximum use in supporting internal
operating budgets and budgets presented to Congress.
t. Technical Requirements.
The system will have complete and reliable re-
cords of the accounting entity's resources and operations.
Funds, property, assets, liabilities and obligations, re-
ceipts and revenues, expenditures, disbursements and costs
will be covered. Records will be primarily in monetary
terms, but other quantitative data as necessary or approp-
riate (.such as manhours required to produce an item; will be
maintained for planning, control and general management
purposes. Transactions shall be supportable with documents
for audit purposes and recorded so that originating docu-
ments can be traced to summary records and financial re-
ports. Interagency and interfund transactions are to be
identiried in statements and records separately to permit
proper treatment in consolidated financial reports. Trans-
actions in agency records should not be recopied, even in
summary, in higher level records. Financial reports of
subordinates should be used by higher levels to compile
summary reports. There should, however, be technical
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supervision and interlocking relationships between account-




Accounting personnel and leadership should be
highly competent.
h. Truthfulness and Honesty.
Transactions shall not be recorded in such a way
that false, misleading or materially inaccurate information
is produced. Transactions must be recorded in a timely
fashion and reflect actual events,
i. Other standards.
S imp 1 i c i ty ; Procedures must be simple and
readily understandable. Records that are unnecessary or
insignificant should not be kept.
Ret iabi 1 ity and Material i t y ; Transactions shall
be recorded and reported on during the period the>- occurred.
Materiality and relative significance of the items involved,
however, should determine the degree of precision used to
make estimates and al locate costs and income when required.
Excessive meticulousness without materially more reliable
results or other benefits is to be avoided.
Necess i ty r o r Updating Account i ng Systems ;
Systems should be periodically reviewed as organizational
changes, shifting program emphasis, legislative revisions
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and technological changes occur. This will help ensure that
intorrnation remains useful tor financial control and promote
efficiency and economy in operations.
2. App t icat ion__of_Accounting_Principles .
Title II [Ref. ^:p. 9l-9aJ also specifies nume-
rous accounting principles which must be followed. The
actual principles will not be included in the body of this
thesis; however, reference 3 (pages 2-9--2-61) describes
them fully. The areas to which those principles apply are
summarized below:
a. Accrual Accounting.
Accounts must be maintained on the accrual
basis, which will be discussed later in this chapter.
b. Fund Cent r o 1
.
There must be management controls over the use
of rund authorizations ensuring that funds are used only for
authorized purposes, that they are used economically and
efficiently, that obligations and expenditures do not sur-
pass authorized amounts, and that ob I i gat ion/ expend i ture of
funds is not reserved or deferred without the knowledge and
approval or Congress.
c. Account Structure.
Accounts must be derined by the legal authority,
responsibilities, and reporting requirements of the agency.
Accounting entities must have separate groups of accounts
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for themselves individually. An accounting entity may con-
sist or part or all ot an agency (such as DoN or NAVPGSCOL)
,
or one or more legally established funds (such as 0)i<M,N or
OPN) .
d. Asset Contr o 1
.
Procedures must assure that assets are used
correctly and tor authorized purposes and remain in govern-
mental possession unless otherwise authorized.
e. Accounting tor Liabilities.
Liabilities must represent amounts owed, shall
be measured and recorded during the period they occur, and
shall be removed from accounts when liquidated. Liabilities
must be recorded and reported, whether or not funds are
available or authorized for their liquidation. All trans-
actions must be ref lected in the accounts as of the end of a
given accounting period.
Separate accounts must be maintained by major
category to enable full and clear disclosure to be made. The
maior categ<Dries are current, long-term and unfunded
liabilities. Current liabilities are those due within a
period or less than one year and are payable out or current
assets, whereas long-term liabilities refer to those which
are not due ror payment for more than a year. Unfunded
liabilities are liabilities ror which an obligation to pay
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will not be incurred until a later time, such as accrued
annual leave. CRef. 6:p. 41-1]
f. Accounting tor the Federal Investment.
The U.S. Government equity in an accounting
entity is its share ot ownership of that entity's assets.
This is the residual value of the assets after the liabili-
ties and results of operations are considered. CRef. b:p.
5i-lJ The major elements of the Federal Investment shall
be separately accounted for and reflected in financial
reports as follows:
i; Additions, such as appropriations or net income
from operations.
2) Deductions, such as funds turned back to the
Treasury or a net loss from operations.
g. Cost Information.
Cost information must be produced and
reported, enabling the Agency, Treasury, 0MB and
Congress to design and approve financial plans, make
comparisons, and control costs.
h. Financial Reporting.
Reports will be prepared as orten as required
for internal and external users, so that important facts
about operations and activities are disclosed.
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i. Central Accounting and Reporting.
The Treasury will keep a system or central
accounts and prepare financial reports for the Federal
Government as a whole. These will also comply with GAO's
principles and standards of accounting, as related in this
chapter
.
D. Don accounting SYSTEMS
Prior to today's era of computerization, government
records were laboriously kept in manual ledgers. However,
Continual refinements of electronic data processing equip-
ment and computer programming techniques have permitted
the development of innovative and efficient financial
systems. In accounting such systems generally use a
transaction or basic data element or building block con-
cept by which data are uniformly collected, stored, aggre-
gated and generated or reported. . .to a variety of users.
C R e r . a : p . i 2 y- ]
The "building blocks" or classification codes utilized
by DoN allow transactions to be encoded ror data entry
according to the
i ) Purpose for which resources were emplo'/ed and
2> Location, i.e.. who or what organization within the





L . Ac GO unting_Clas5iricar, ion _CQde3_lndicatinig_£ pending
Purpose __C odes .
Accounting C 1 ass i r i cat i on Codes Indicating Spending
Purpose Codes which indicate the purpose for which resources
were used are listed below:
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a. Budget Activity.
There are ten broad areas of support and
missions called major programs in the Five Year Defense Plan
iFYDP). These programs are:
1) Strategic Forces
2> General Purpose Forces
3; Intelligence and Communications
^•; Airlift and Sealift
5) Guard and Reserve Forces
6) Research and Development
7) General Supply and Maintenance
8) Training, Medical and Other General Personnel
Act i V i t ies
9
)
Administrative and Associated Activities
10; Support of Other Nations
Some appropriations provide resources to several different
programs; others, to only one. Budget activities are that





A program element is a more detailed breakdown
of Dudget activities, which groups the forces, manpower and
costs of a project, function, organization, or group of
similar organizations. An example of a program element
railing under the strategic forces budget activity would be
the Trident program. CRef. 7:p. A-7--8]
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c. Unit Identification Code (UlC).
A UIC is the general identification code used to
identify a DoN unit for all purposes, rather than Just
financial. It is cited in the bureau control number block in
the accounting classification code. A UIC is generally
related to only one program cbudget activity) and program
element. The AAA uses the UIC to identify the activity and
to accumulate costs. 62271. for example, is the UIC
signifying NAVPGSCOL. CRef. 8:p. 2-4--2-2]
d. Activity Group/ Subact i v i ty Group Codes (AG/SAG).
An AG is a two digit alpha-numeric code which
breaks out costs by the principal functional area. The AG
corresponds to a major function identified by a claimant in
a budget decision and therefore aggregates to a decision
package in the budget. A SAG is a two digit alpha-alpna
code which rurther breaks down the AG. AG/SAG's comprise a
classification structure that allows programming, budgeting
and accounting to be integrated. AG's are used by claimants
and those senior in the fiscal chain of command. SaG's by
responsibility centers and lower ror management purposes. An
example ot an AG/SAG would be M6MZ, Professional Development
Education; Graduate Education. Fully Funded, Full Tirne^
CRef.9:p.l7]
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e. Funct iona 1 /Subf unct iona 1 Category Codes (FC/SFC).
A FC/SFC is a two digit alpha-numeric code used
to collect int ormat i on concerning expenses and gross ad-
justed obligations which is needed tor management purposes.
FC/SFC s are used to accumulate information in circumstances
where it is necessary to know the cost of a particular func-
tion, as listed below:
1) To comply with Congressional restrictions or to meet
the needs of outside parties.
2; To assist in deciding the amount of an authorisation
that should be given to a specific operating activity.
3; To find a control total which is tied to an underlying
cost accounting system which is necessary to manage
the function.
a) To help make comparisons and special analyses of
costs
.
Subr unct i ona I codes are used to supplement functional codes
since there is an insufficient number of functional codes
for management purposes. Continuing the prior research-
related example, A& is the FC/SFC for Mission, Graduate
Education. CRef. 9:pp. 2-53
f. Cost Account Codes (CAC).
CAC's describe the FC/SFC in greater detail,
as, for example, the CAC 52al for research reimbur sab 1 es
.
CAC's are used to account for the input of resources, such
as cost or manhours, and the resulting output or work units
produced. This allows calculations or production rates ror
runctions with measurable output units per man hour. The
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basic building blocks of the budget, cost account codes
permit budgets that reflect the anticipated cost ot a given
level of output. CRef. 7:pp. C-11--C-13]
g. Expense Element (EE).
An EE is a one-digit alpha code describing the
types of expenses associated with each cost accounting code.




Codes that are used to indicate the location of the
spending are defined below:
a. Responsibility Center.
NAVPGSCOL is an example or a responsibility




A cost center is a subdivision of a responsibi-
lity center, for which identification of costs is desired
and cost control can be achieved through one supervisor. An
example of a cost center at rJA'x'PGSCOL would be HI. or the
Dean or Science and Engineering.
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c. Local Management Code ILMC).
A LMC is a further breakdown of the cost center
by purposes, organization, or both. An example of a LMC
would be HlHl, or Research Administration.
3. Applicable DoN Accounting Systems
a. Qbligationai (Appropriation; Accounting.
Fund control was previously emphasized as an
important aspect of federal accounting. The purpose of
obligational accounting is to report the unit's progress in
spending resources by tracking commitments, obligations and
expenditures. Obligational accounting is performed for all
allotments as well as for a responsibility center's OPBUD.
A commitment is an administrative reservation of
funds based upon firm procurement directives, orders, requi-
sitions, authorizations to issue travel orders or requests
which permit the receiver to create obligations without
further contact with the official who certified the avail-
ability or funds. They are also called reservations or
contingent obligations. Typically, commitments are used in
the procurement area, rather than tor the relatively minor
expenses handled under Oitli.N. Conversely, an obligation
is a legal reservation of funds, in which there is a duty to
make a tutu re payment. Placing an order or letting a con-
tract would entail an obligation.
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The actual disbursement of tunds to liquidate an
obligation is called an expenditure. This consists of a
charge against funds available, which charge is supported by
an approved voucher, claim or document.
Obligational accounting permits management to
determine the unobligated or uncommitted balance of a
particular fund authorization in the following manner CRef.
7
:
p. D-7 ] :
A + B = C where: A = Outstanding Obligations
C + D = E B = Expenditures To Date
F - C = G C = Cumulative Obligations
F - E = H D = Outstanding Commitments
E = Cumulative Commitments
F = Original Fund Author ication
G = iJnobligated Balance
H = Uncommitted Balance
The roGus, thererore, in obligational accounting
is on the balance of appropriated funds obligated to data
versus those available for obligation and on the actual
disbursement of funds to liquidate obligations. The source
fiscal year or the funds being obligated is tr.e time fi-^ame
for this system. An activit;/ will typically be tracking at
least three riscal years simultaneously, i.e., the obliga-
tional and expenditure availability periods of annual appro-




Accrual accounting is a method ot accounting
concerned with the timing and recognition or expenses and
revenues. Hence, the rocus is on expenses, or the costs ot
operating and maintaining an activity on a day-to-day basis.
Here, the reference time frame is the fiscal year in which
the item being accounted for is consumed. In the case of
the RMS system (.to be discussed later in this chapter)
consumption is assumed to occur at the time the item is
received. Other goods are purchased under revolving funds,
such as the Navy Stock Fund, and are considered assets until
they are expensed (.consumed) by operations.
Dollar values recorded in the obligational ac-
counting system will generally not agree with the accrual
s :>' stem due to
(.i) differences between the source and the consumption
f i sea 1 year s and
kL) inclusion or expenses that were not initially
recorded as obligations, such as centrally obligated
military personnel costs and capital equipment pur-
chased on behalf of the local command rrom invest-
ment appropriations. CRef. 7:p. D-SJ
The interaction or the obligational and accrual
systems is illustrated pictorial ly in Figure 7. The signi-
ricance or tl-ie various events is discussed below. Line 1)
in Figure 7 shows the events as they occur in the
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obligational accounting system, while line 2) shows the
events rrom the perspective of the accrual accounting system,





receipt y bill paid
expendi ture
expense
F i gure 7
Placing an order can be considered an i; out-
standing obligation (obligational accounting system; or an
2) undelivered order (accrual accounting system;. Receipt
of the ordered item is considered to be an expense in the
accrual accounting system, but it is not recognised in the
obligational system. On the other hand, paying the bill tor
the item is considered to be an expenditure in the obli!?a-
tional accounting system, but it is not recognized in the
accrual system.
c. Cost Accounting
Cost accounting may draw values rrom either the
obligational accounting or accrual accounting systems. The
data are then presented in terms or two rrames or rererence,
the location of the spending <- cost center. LhC > and the
purpose of spending (AG/SAG. FC/SFC, CaC. EE;. By examining
the data m matrix format, managers can track cumulative
41-
obligations or expenses to date. Conceptually, this is
illustrated in rigure 8.
AG/SAG
FC/SFC FC/SFC
CAC CAC CAC CAC









Thus, data can be analyzed in terms of what part ot an
activity spent the resources in question (.shown in rigure d
on the vertical axis-i, by summing the rigures across the
page. Data also rerlect for whom the resources were spent
•.such as reimbursable customers; or what was obtained
(.tools, electricity, etc.), as shown by the horizontal axis
of this matrix. These figures can be totaled down the page.
CRer. 7: p. C-ilJ
Matrix display or data is most commonly seen in actual
usage in tne RMS accounting system on NAVCOMPT Form 2179-1.
(.See Figure 9 . > This form is used ror budget submission to
higner authority (when prepared for the entire responsibil-
ity centers. NAVCOMPT Form 2179-1 can also be emplo>'ed locally
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The format used on NAVCOMPT Form 2179-1 is
slightly difterent trom the matrix shown in Figure 6. NAV-
COMPT Form 2179-1 arrays EE codes on the vertical axis, with
the AG/SAG and FC/SFC on the horizontal axis. The torm is
prepared with data aggregated for the entire responsibility
center or smaller units as required. CRef. 7:p. D-9]
d. Reimbursable Accounting
As previously discussed, an activity may receive
a lateral input of resources from another activity to per-
form some service. Once the work order has been accepted,
the performing activity increases its available obligational
authority by the amount of the reimbursable.
Assets of the performing activity are initially
consumed. Costs are accumulated by the AAA, using the RMS
s>'stem (see subsection e. below; and are subsequently billed
to the requesting activity. Proper use or cost accounting
codes is critical, since failure to do so will result in the
costs being absorbed by the performing activity's OPBUD, to
the detriment of its programs.
e. Resource Management System (RMS).
RMS is used to account for the resources of an
activity, i.e.. its military and civilian personnel, mat-
erial on hand or on order and the entitlement to procure or
use material, utilities and services required tor the per-
Tormance of the basic mission of the responsibility center
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and work provided tor others. Re imbur sab 1 es are tracked
since they are part or the available obligational authority
or the act i v i ty
.
RMS is actually a combination or the three
methods ot accounting previously mentioned, accrual, cost
and obligational. However, consumption and, hence, expenses
are assumed to occur at the time ot an item's receipt.
Designed to integrate the budgeting, accounting
and reporting ot expense type asset consumption, such as
civilian pay and supplies, RMS is supported by the Unitorm
Management Reporting System (UMR>. This will be discussed
turther in later chapters or this thesis. An excellent
coverage, tor those interested in exploring the subject or
RmS in depth, is found in reterence 9, pages i-75.
E. ACCOUNTING ROLES OF THE AAA AND THE RESPONSIBILITY
CENTER
Historically, the DoN has not had an integrated system
tor accounting and disbursements. Rather, these duties were
divided between the Navy Regional Finance Centers (.NRFC; and
the Authorized Accounting Activities 'vAAAJ.
AAA's were charged by NAVCOMPT with the o r r i c i. a 1 accoun-
ting tor their own and/or other shore activities' tunds,
specirically, allotments and, or operating budgets. AAz-i's
maintained the responsibility center's financial database
and pro'/ided periodic reports to the activity and claimants.
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The benefits realized were due to centralization of the
accounting function and expertise and the internal controls
imposed by accounts being kept by an outside activity.
NRFC's maintained a similar financial database, liquida-
ting obligations as they received billings from the AAA and
invoices from the activity. They then submitted vouchers to
reconcile with the AAA's records. The vast quantities of
paper flow, loss of timeliness due to mailing delays, inac-
curacies due to keypunch error and lack of audit trail as a
result of lost documents made this a less than ideal system.
The Navy is gradually converting to a system known as
IDA, or Integrated Disbursing and Accounting, wherein the
AAA's are combining with the NRFC's to become Financial
Information Processing Centers (FIPCj. FlPC's will perform
both runctions concurrently. The intent is to improv'e the
flow ot financial intormation, maintain account reconcilia-
tion and better distribute hardcopy documentation.
IDA is scheduled to be totally on line by 1988 and in
fact IDA II-B is presently in use between NAVPGSCGL and its
AAA. NSC Oakland. Thus the orficial accounting for NAVPGSCOL
is done by HSC Oakland on the basis of the data which are
entered online by NAVPGSCOL Comptroller office personnel.




Additionally, responsibility centers will typically
maintain some torm of memorandum accounting records. Memo-
randum accounts are a system or accounts which are locally
developed and used by management to assist in tracking
funds. While not the "official" records, they are recog-
nized by NAVCOMPT as a prudent way of keeping a current
balance on uncommitted funds pending the receipt of periodic
reports from the AAA.
Memorandum accounts should, at a minimum, contain a file
of all the documents that were initiated prior to the close
of the last reporting period and a separate file of all
documents subsequently initiated. By comparing the informa-
tion with the last AAA report to the files of all documents
submitted since that time, a true remaining balance of a
particular rund authorization should be obtained. While it
is recognized that circumstances may aemand greater detail
to meet the needs or managers, the benerits or any memoran-
dum records in excess of this minimum standard should be
weighed carer ully against the costs. [Ref. iO:pp. 9-76]
Specific memorandum accounts and the personnel maintaining
them at NAVPG3C0L will be discussed at a later point in this
thesis.
F. INTERNAL CONTROLS. INTERNAL REVIEW AND AUDIT PROGRAMS
0MB Circular A-123 mandates that all services develop
internal control programs and institute internal review
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programs to evaluate the internal controls. CRef. ll:pp. 46-
47] Additionally, the Federal Manager's Financial Integrity
Act or 1982 requires an agency head to advise Congress and




GAO has stated that internal control systems will,
within reason, ensure the following objectives are met:
1. Obligations and costs comply with applicable law.
2. All assets are safeguarded against waste, loss,
unauthorized use, and misappropriation.
3. Revenues and expenditures applicable to agency
operations are recorded and accounted for properly so
that accounts and reliable financial and statistical
reports may be prepared and accountability of the
assets may be maintained CRef. 12:p. 121].
In short, agencies are required to install control sys-
tems that will better enable them to carry out their accoun-
ting responsibilities as outlined in sections C. and D. of
this chapter
.
The general internal control standards CRef. i2:p. 1233
provide that
:
i. Internal control systems shall reasonably assure that
their objectives will be accomplished.
2. A positive and supportive attitude towards internal
controls will be maintained by all personnel at all
t imes .
3, Managers and employees will maintain an appropriate j
level or competence and integrity to accomplish their duti^
and understand the importance of developing and using good
internal controls.
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4. Control objectives will be developed for all agencies.
They will be logical, applicable and complete within
reason.
5. Techniques used will ettectively and efticiently meet
the internal control objectives.
Specific standards are as follows: CRef. i2:p. 123-4]
1. Control systems, transactions and significant events
will be clearly documented, and the documentation will
be easily obtainable for review.
2. Significant events and transactions will be properly
classified and recorded in a timely fashion.
3. Further, they will be executed and authorized only by
persons who are acting in accordance with their
author i ty
.
4. Responsibilities and key duties regarding the authori-
zation, processing, recording and reviewing of trans-
actions will be separated between various individuals.
5. Qualified, continuous supervision will be used to
ensure internal control objectives are reached.
6. Only authorized personnel will have access to records,
and accountability for custody and use or resources
shall be ensured. Periodically, the resources shall
be compared with the records to ensure agreement, such
review to be determined by the degree of vulnerability
or the i tem.
7. Lastly, managers are to evaluate any audit rindings
promptly and ensure that proper actions are taken,
within reasonable and set time rrames, to correct any
deficiencies noted.
Internal controls are a management function and should
be devised by the managers concerned after they have conduc-
ted vulnerability assessments to ascertain potentially weak
areas. A command, having instituted internal controls, is
not then permitted simply to rest. An internal review
program is also required, in which internal auditors will
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evaluate the degree or effectiveness and extent of com-
pliance. Finally, a command will be periodically audited by
external audit staff. This subject as it specifically re-
lates to NAVPGSCOL will be addressed in later chapters of
this thes i s
.
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III. PRESENT ACCOUNTING PRACTICES FOR rMVPGSCGL
RESEARCH MONIES
In order to rully understand the way in which research
monies are accounted tor at NAVPGSCOL, it is necessary to
review the inner workings and interrelationships of at least
the four primary groups who keep accounting records. NSC
Oakland, as NA\/PGSCOL's AAA, maintains the official accounts
while the separate departments or academic groups. Research
Administration Office (RAO) and Comptroller's Ofrice do
memorandum accounting. Some individual principal investi-
gators I. P I ' s J also maintain some rorm of checkbook style
records, using the RAO report as a basis.
The purpose or this chapter is to address the practices
of the entities cited above, noting the internal control and
internal review programs which accompany them. It will:
A; Review the way in which NAVPGSCOL obtains and budgets
research money,
b; Illustrate the administrative flow or inrormation bv
tracing documents through the various s>- stems and
examining the reports generated,
C) Discuss the specific accounts kept by AAA, the
Comptroller's urfice, RaO, Departments and Acad-emic
Groups and Pi's, and
D
)
Describe brierly weaknesses m the internal control
and internal review programs.
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A. THE RESEARCH PROJECT BUDGETING AND FUNDING PROCESS
As previously noted, NAVPGSCOL receives in excess ot $16
million annually tor research, funded through re imbur sab 1 es
rrom approximately rilrty different sponsors. Approximately
$1.7 million of this money is provided in a block to the
school by the Ortice of Naval Research (ONR) and the Office
of Naval Technology cONT). These funds are referred to as
the Foundation Funds and are managed separately by the
Director of Research Administration and the NAVPGSCOL
Research Council.
Uniform procedures are used to budget, obligate and
account for both Foundation Funds and other research
r e imbur sab 1 es . Likewise, the rormats or Foundation and otiner
research proposals are the same. However. there are
difrerences in the suomittal and reviewing processes.
1 . Overview
Most reimbursables between military activities are
obtained because one activity requests that a good or ser-
vice be provided by another. Researtzih reimbursables are
unique in that NAVPGSCOL, specirically the Pi's, must act-
ively solicit rundmg rrom sponsors via proposals .
Successful pursuit of research funding is critical,
b(Dr. h to the scnool and to the individual racuity members.
NAVPGSCOL must consistently maintain surricient runding to
support the quality or research required tor academic
excellence in this Institution and to attract high caliber
t a c u 1 1 y
.
Similarly, proressors must conduct research and
publish it they are to continue to advance in their tields.
Hired on a ten-month basis, proressors are expected to teach
tor at most three quarters (salary paid by O&M.N tunds).
Permanent tenure track teaching faculty may conduct research
tor at most halt ot this period (.salary paid by their re-
search reimbursable contract;. During the remaining inter-
sessional months additional research tunds may be obtained,
or the professor may go on leave without pay.
The current funding situation has a distinct entre-
prenurial rlavor. individual raculty memoers tailor tneir
proposals to fit the needs of the activity from which they
are soliciting runds. Pi's rely on their proressional repu-
tation, past pertcrmance, and upon personal contacts to
obtain rundmg. Sinc^e new proressors don't have an esta-
blished reputation or the personal contacts, they have nigh
priority on Foundation runds during their first two years at
i'JAVPGSCuL ir tney choose to submit their proposals to the
Research Council rather than to an external activity. E-^'en-
tuali;,', sponsors will become familiar with the various
rai2uit>' members who do research in rields related to tnat
activity's mission and associate work as much with t^lat
individual PI as with NAvPG£CuL. In this sense, the funding
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environment is more similar to that or a university than a
government laboratory.
2. Er t ects or the Loca 1 Budget ing Process on Research
a. End Strength and Management- to-Payro 1
1
Considerations.
Commands are assigned a specific end strength
number tor a given fiscal year. End strength refers to the
number of civilian personnel that are authorized to be on
the payro 1 1
.
Additionally, commands are required to "manage
to payroll". A command is assigned a monetary figure that
cannot be exceeded in terms of the total civilian payroll.
Hence, the command is given the option of having a smaller
number or more senior personnel or a greater numoer or
junior personnel.
As discussed, both taculty members amd NAVPGSCOL
as a command are given incentives to conduct research.
Educating Naval Orricers is the primary mission or the
school, and a high quality research program is an essential
element or graduate education. However, as the research
program must be conducted with teaching requirements in
mind, and the manpower resources available for teaching and
research are limited, the quantity or researcn whicn can be
done is effectively "capped" both by labor and by budget
considerations.
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b. Labor Budgeting for Faculty.
In the academic planning process, the raculty
budget is composed of three documents, the budget page, the
transfer notes and billet pages. The budget is based on the
number ot civilian teaching personnel, the number ot classes
that must be taught and the number ot theses to be advised;
the total cost or required administrative items such as
department administration, student advising and the con-
tinuing education program; and the amount of 0&(M,N funds
which have been budgeted for civilian faculty salary costs.
Each academic department is assigned a certain number of
manyears, raculty member billets and a teaching load. The
final allocation of the available budget is then aetermined
by the Division Dean.
A department may have rewer manyears budgeted
than it has raculty billets. If this is the case, then
budgeted Oii<M,rJ tunds will not be sufficient to pay the
complete salaries of all faculty members on start. Research
tunding must be obtained to till this gap. So, tor example,
it a department had i 1 / Z teaching manyears Dudgeted tor two
billets, L/1 manyear ot research would be required in addi-
tion to the 1 1/2 man;/ ears of teaching to balance the bud-
get.
It the teaching budget is not adequate, it will
torce the department not to teach certain courses or cause
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faculty to teach an overload. Alternatively, the Division
Dean may choose to transrer manyears to the department's
budget, it available.
Prior to commencement of the fiscal year, de-
partment chairmen submit labor budgets showing how their
particular personnel will be utilized. From this, the
Faculty Employment Scheduler generates the Faculty Employ-
ment Schedule tor the entire school. The role of the
Faculty Employment Schedule in accounting for research will
be addressed in Section B of this chapter. CRef. 13]
c. Labor Budgeting for Non-Faculty Direct Research
Support Personnel.
The nature of the research done by certain de-
partments requires that support personnel such as research
assistants or technicians be hired. These individuals may
be hired for and paid under a single research project.
However, it is more common tor a support person to work on
several ditterent research contracts, simultaneously or
consecutively. A given research contract may cite the ser-
vices of a technician Tor six person-months, with two other
research contracts charging three person-months each, ror
example. In such cases, the department must carerul ly bud-
get ror the individual's salary, ensuring that it is both
uninterrupted and assigned to the appropriate cost codes.
Planning or this tv'pe is done at the department level.
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An employment schedule is prepared every two
weeks by the Research Administration Office cRAO), reflec-
ting the actual employment or research reimbursable support
personnel by various departments. The role of this employ-
ment schedule in accounting for research will be addressed
in section B. of this chapter. [Ref. 20, 21, 22]
d. Use of Departmental Budgets and Surveys to
Determine the Indirect Costs Charge.
In addition to the direct costs incurred by
research projects, there are certain indirect administrative
labor and non-labor costs which cannot be readily identified
with any particular research project. These costs have been
recovered by charging the sponsor a flat rate percentage
(.currently 10%; of all direct labor charges tor that re-
search project. This 20% is taken out or the research
project upon receipt of a MIPR or an Order for Work and
allows 10% to the Comptroller to pay tor the salaries or
personnel who work indirectly on research but aren't charged
to It, such as the RAO staff. The remaining 10% is allo-
cated to the principal investigator's (.Fl) academic aepart-
ment. to pav ror the non-iabor indirect costs and bid and
proposal costs such as supplies, books and telephone calls.
The method by which the percentage used is determined is
described below.
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(1) 1 ndi rect_Labor_Costs « The Director of
Research Administration has been tasked with annually sur-
veying departments and academic groups to determine the cost
or indirect labor expended to support research. The ratio
or indirect to direct labor then constituted the charge tor
indirect labor costs in the upcoming fiscal year. CRef.
23:p. 3] Currently, this charge is 10% of the total direct
labor charges.
{ 2) I ndirect_Non-Labor _and_B id _and._Proposal
Cos ts . Academic Group and Department Chairmen have, in the
past, submitted an annual budget of indirect non-labor and
bid and proposal costs. cSee Figure 10.) CRef. 23:p. 23
This information was then used to determine the appropriate
percentage of direct labor cost to be used for indirect
costs m the upcoming riscai year.
The total amount or indirect non-laDor and
bid and proposal costs has not been permitted to exceed iO%.
or tne total direct labor costs for any particular reimburs-
able researcn job. CRef. 2'4.:p. ^4-] NA'vPGSCOL is currently
using a 10% rate tor these costs.
(.3; Total _lndirect_Costs_Charge . The total in-
direct cost rate to be charged has been determined annually
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indirect labor and non-labor and bid and proposal costs.
Accordingly, the FYS? indirect cost rate tor NAVPGSCQL is
20%. CRef. 23:p. 4]
e. Budgeting tor Individual Research Projects.
Research proposals are prepared by the indivi-
dual Pi's, describing the work they intend to do and
indicating possible outcomes of the studies. In efrect, they
are contracts which state the research activities planned
and the anticipated costs ot performing them.
The PI must ascertain the total funding required
to complete the job and adequately justify this figure by
using the proposed budget page. The budget page will list
the estimated costs or salaries for tne researcher and his
Of her support personnel: indirect costs for labor, bid and
proposal costs, page publication charges and travel tor
presentation or research results at s>'mposia; equipment ana
supplies; foreign and domestic travel; and publication
costs. (.See Figure ii.;
Ir the sponsor agrees to rully rund a project,
it will be billed tor all the actual direct and indirect
costs or the project. Direct labor charges are based on a
daily rate with an acceleration rate (.currently 2.2 l/2%-> to
appropriately allow ror benerits directly associated with
laoor, such as earned annual and sick leave, retirement and





1. Faculty Member's Nane
a. Principal Investigator JIS.OOO
(One academic quarter plus one
intersessional period)
b. Associate Investigator 8,000
(One acadeaic quarter)
2. Support Personnel
a. Technician (6 person-months) 7,500
3. Total Labor Charges $30,500
Note: The above includes direct benefits
such as insurance, retirement, earned sick
and annual leave.
B. Indirect Costs (Percentage to be announced annually) ^«7ra
Authffiisd indirect costs incurred for the
support of research projects at NPS are
included in this proposal and include
such items as indirect labor costs, Sid
S Proposal costs, page publication
charges, and symposium presentation travel
subsequent to project completion.
C. Equipment and Supplies (.Lisz items of equipment) I 5,300
i
.Vote: Unless specifically stated to the contrary,
acceptance and fiscal support of the proposal
authorises approval of the procurement of equip-
ment as indicated in the proposal and retention
of title to that equipment by the Naval Postgraduate
School.
0. Travel (state where, if known) 1,200
E. Publication Costs SCO
(List costs if intention is to publish '
results of the project)
TOTAL ESTIMATED COSTS: $HMHIO '
Figure 11. Budget Page
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the project without any additional surcharges. Indirect
costs are charged on the basis of the indirect cost rate
described in subsection 2.d. ot section A in this chapter.
Thererore. anticipated costs must be carefully
estimated and budgeted, using the appropriate acceleration
rate for labor and considering all supplies, travel and
equipment that will be required. Recognizing that a portion
of the research contract money will be used to cover in-
direct costs of research rather than the direct costs of the
contract is crucial, since, as previously mentioned, these
funds are removed by the Comptroller when the MIPR or Order
for Work and Services is received. This money is unspend-
abie insorar as the PI is concerned. Any monies not spent
are, or course, reclaimable by the sponsoring activity.
3. Pr oposa 1 Submission and Rev i ew Proces s
Upon signature or the department chairman, the pro-
posal is rorwarded to the Director or Research Adminis-
tration. If appropriate, it is signed and forwarded to the
Division Dean ror approval.
Requests ror Foundation Funoing are reviewed by the
Director of Research Administration and the Division Dean.
Upon signature, the proposal is ror warded to the Research
Council ror action.
Ir the pro1e<:;t is approved by an external sponsor, a
MIPR or Order Tor Work and Services will be received by the
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Comptroller trom the sponsoring activity. It disapproved,
the investigator may resubmit to an alternate sponsor.
Funds can be obligated for this pro.lect once an
acceptance is made and the accounts are opened in the IDA-
IIB. This will be addressed in greater detail later in the
chapter .
a. Post-Acceptance Constraints on NAVPGSCOL ' s Act ions
As noted in Chapter ii reimbursable runds may be
used only tor the purpose intended by the providing activit;
it should be noted that the monies received may be either
trom the RE)T&<E or 0&M,N appropriations. As previously dis-
cussed, the purpose or the runds and their avaiiabilitv ror
obligation ana expenditure are not altered by their
transrerence to a dirrerent activity via reimbursables.
hence, acceptance ot research reimoursables by NAVPGSCuL
requires that these runds be kept separately i dent i r i ao 1 e
.
that they be spent only on the appropriate type or items
I investment or expense;, that thev be utilized only during
the appropriate time period and that the total amount or
runds provided not be o'/er- obligated or over-e:<pended.
The terms or approved research proposals must be
honored. In addition to the contractual terms in the pro-
posal, some sponsors provide even more stringent written
guidelines. These guidelines must be rcl lowed ir the re-
search tunding is accepted.
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However, the exact direction which will actually be
taken in a research project is, by the very nature or
research, uncertain. This requires that there be some
flexibility in the way runds are spent. Recognizing thi
NAVPGSCOLINST 3900.1 [Ret. l4:pp. 1-3] provides for a cer-
tain amount or deviation between actual and estimated costs
listed on the budget page.
Major changes in plans must be submitted to the
Director or Research Administration, who may approve the
change, rorward the change to the Division Dean, or require
explicit sponsor approval. This can be done either by tele-
phone conversations between the sponsor and the Director or
Research Administration, receipt or a memo rrom the sponsor
giving his approval, or the sponsor's written approval or a
modiriea proposal.
5. Summary
It should be noted that research runds are used to
pay ror all costs associated with research activities. Care
must be taken to ensure that all direct costs or researcn,
laoor. travel, support and materials, are incurred and
charged to the speciric research job order, rather than to
tne Uiul'Khvl runds whicn are provided ror the teaching mission
area. indirect costs are charged to tne department's in-




Thus, research funds can be viewed as falling into
one or the following categories:
a. Principal Investigator's funds which are specifically
allotted to cover the direct costs of an approved
research project (either from external sponsors or
from Foundation Funds).
b. The department non-labor, bid and proposal funds which
are used to cover a department's indirect costs of
doing research.
c. The Comptroller's indirect labor cost funds which are
used ror research support labor not directly
associated with individual projects.
B. TRACING THE FLOW OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION
This section will narratively trace the flow of finan-
cial information throughout the NAVPGSCOL system, discussing
the
i; Method used to initiate an account on the orficial
and memoranaum accounts,
Lj Purchase requisition process,
3; Travel procedures, and
^j Labor data accumulation.
Purchase, travel and labor data entry and filing will be
noted as they occur in the process chronological 1 v.
Specific reports generated will be discussed and examples
shown.
i . Initiating Research A (3 c o u n t s
N A *y P G £ C L is n o 1 1 r i e d b v the sponsor whan a project
has Deen approved. The accounting data are then entered oy
the Comptroller's urrice personnel into the oriicial
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accounting system iIDA-IIB) and the local memorandum
accounts (.AIMS program on the WANG).
a. Actions Required Prior to Accepting a Job Order.
The analyst must have a copy or a funding docu-
ment (.either a NAVCOMPT Form 2275, a MIPR, or a government
check;, and an approved Research Proposal (date stamped by
the Correspondence and Records ofrice signifying that the
original proposal was sent out) prior to setting up an
account for a research project.
The analyst is required to re-tally the figures
on the budget proposal to ensure correctness. The budget
proposal must match the funding document authorization.
Alter totaling tne airect and support labor estimates, the
2G% charge tor indirect costs is subtracted when appro-
priate.
A variety of codes that will enable the account-
ing data to be aggregated to meet management needs are
assigned. The budget analyst allots a segment number and a
block of serial numbers to each funding document. (.Serial
numoers ars used in the document numoering sv'Stem ror travel
orders (.TO; and purchase requisitions (.PR).)
in most cases, there will onlv be one job order
associated with a rundmg document. Each job is assigned a
job order numoer. Generally, an end use joo order number
bb
vEUJON) is also assigned to allow AAA to bill the appro-
priate activity. (EUJON's are not used it the tunding docu-
ment is a MIPR, the sponsoring activity has the same AAA or
the item purchased is expense element Q).
A reimbursable category code is assigned based
on whether or not the funds are considered to be restricted.
Restricted funds are from Od<M,N appropriated funds and can-
not be used tor items in excess of $5000. The funding




Approp: i.the appropriation from which these funds originates
Job Order: (.the job order number tor that job)
Segment: (.the segment number for this funding document)
LliC : (.appropriate to that Pi's department)
EUJON: lir appropriate)
Reimb Cat: crrom reimbursable category list)
b. Establishing the Account on the IDA-IIB.
The above inrormation is entered into the IDA-
IIB database via one of the online terminals. AAA requires,
in addition, that the total funds that this particular lob
order is authorized be entered in order to establish the
account. Funding authorization, as this process is caiied.
is perrormed only when estaDiishing a new account or
amending an old account, as would be done if a sponsor were
to approve additional rundin.g.
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c. Establishing the Account on the WANG.
Similarly, this intormation is entered into the
AIMS program on the UANG computer, thereby establishing the
account in the memorandum records. The WANG and IDA II-B
computer systems are not compatible. Thus each requires
separate data input.
The analyst is required to take 20% or the total
direct labor costs rrom the budget page and set these runds
aside to cover indirect costs. The 20% is rerlected in two
additional amounts which are entered into the WANG. Depart-
ment indirect cost money is added to the appropriate depart-
ment's account tor indirect non-labor and bid and proposal
costs. Two difrerent segment numbers corresponding to res-
tricted and unrestricted funds are used to segregate invest-
ment rrom expense type monies. The remaining iO% is set
aside within the original job order ror indirect labor
costs. This ensures that it is not included in the net
available rigure that the PI uses to obligate money.
The runds authorized ror iaoor are taken orr tne
budget page and entered into tne WANG unaer that loD order
as a commitment or labor reser -/ation rile. The total amount
available to be sp^ent i.or the authorization less 20% or
direct labor costs; is also entered.
Once the run ding aocuments have been accepted
and the aocoijnts have been initiated, the runds are
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available tor obligation by the departments. Departments
are notified through the RAO ot tund availability via a memo




a. Academic Departments, Academic Groups, and
Research Groups.
Investigators and chairmen are sensitive to the
facts that only items cited on the budget page may be
purchased and that the proper types of funds must be used.
Some chairmen screen all purchase requests (PR's). However,
they do not compare them to the budget page. Hence, only
the most significant deviation is likely to be noted at this
stage. Chairmen rely on the Pi's to oDligate funds in
accordance with the budget page and recognize that the RAO
will closely review the PR's as well.
A primary concern of Pi's ana chairmen is the
funding status of research accounts. Records must be care-
fully maintained and monitored to ensure that only the items
requisitioned ror a particular research account are charged
to that cost code and that the charges are correct. Some
departments keep manual accounting records, others have
partially automated their records.
(. i } Manua 1 Record keep i ng _i1e t hod . in some
departments, the Chairman's Administrative Assistant c aA -»
maintains one or more notebooKS ror research accounts, with
b!=>
a separate log sheet for each account's PR's. An addi-
tional notebook is maintained for department indirect cost
money. A pending notebook is kept for items which are on
order but not received yet.
Bi-monthly RAO reports are retained for each
account. These reports are compared to account log sheets
by the AA to ascertain whether or not charges are appro-
priate and price changes are reflected. Conflicts between
departmental records and the RAO report are brought to the
attention of the RAO.
If the PI wishes to spend his research
account money to purchase an item, he writes a memo or
suDmits a locally prepared purchase request form to the AA
detailing the item, its price and the desired source. The AA
prepares the PR. ensuring that the serial number assigned is
witnin the dIock. or numbers assigned to tnat researcn
account or department. The PR is then initialed bv the PI
and generally signed by the Chairman.
A photocopy or the PR and the memo or
request term are riled m the pending notebook. Pertinent
mrormation sucn as the issuer. PR number, individual pro-
ressof, item purcl'iased, and the price of the item (.estimated
ana actuals are recorded on the log sheets in both the
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account noteoooK and the penaing notebook. The FR ana
indirect Cost Form ^ir appropriate; are tnen lorwarded to
KAU.
Non-Navy stocked items are ootained througn
Open Furcnases. The AA will also retain a copy or tne
purchase order used ror that item.
Upon receiving an item, the AA logs tne
date onto tne appropriate log sneet and signs and dates tne
warehouse receipt, which is a copy or the FR superimposea on
a DDllSS Furcnase Order. iSee Figure L2. j The warehouse
receipt is then generally attached to the PR package and
retained in that particular research account's section.
(.2; Partial 1 y_Automated_Me thod . Departments
that have partial iv automateo systems maintain tne recorcis
descrioea aoove. Additional ly. ail PR's are usually
recorded on a personal computer vPCj. A sortware pacwais.
sucn as Knowiedge-wofKer, enaoies account status to ce
printea 111 spreadsheet lormat. This is tnen used as tne
account log sneet. Freq.uently. departments emDiO'/mg PC's
aiso maintain computerized inventories or items received,
particularly ror nign vaiue items. Tnese accounting systems
can be quite sophisticated. in the case or one large
research group, ror example, internal reports are orecarea
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group's records. The only piece ot external data included




(.3) Except i ons . It has been note'd" iSiaf depart—
7
—ments generally maintain tiles or all documents submitted.
~Gne department surveyed, however, relays ail purchase request
rorms and warehouse receipts to the PI ror his personal
records. Mence. this department uses manually prepared log
sheets and purchase orders i.when applicable; as its soie
documentary evidence or transactions.
b. Research Administration Orrice.
The PR package is reviewed by t he Rese-arctr—
Administration Assistant, who ensures the item is consistent
with the approved budget page, no errors were made in pre-
paring the documents, and that the amount on the PR does not
exceed tne permissioie leveis ror tnat account:' 3 source
appropriation ^i.e.. tnat OiitM.N runds are not speiit on an
investment item;. The PR is r-hen compared to the RAu Daii'/
Balance iummarv to ensure tnat tnere are suiricient runos
remaining in tne account.
The Researcn Administration Assistant signs tne
PR. p u 1 1 s tne p 1 n k copy, and gives it to tne data e n t r >' c i e r k
with the supporting documentation. Remaining copies or the PR
are r o r w a r a e a to issue Control v S u p p 1 v L' e p a r t m e n t y .
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$125430.00 $104430.00 $79341.24 $25088.76 $46088.76
Figure 13 Spreadsheet from a Research Group's
Memorandum Accounts
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The data is then entered into the RAu's FORTRAN
database on the computer. It is later printed and compared to
the source paperworK.
The Scientiric Start Assistant in the RAO
verities the printout against the source paperwork. Cnanges
to the data rile, ir necessary, are made. Arter the data are
sat 1 sractor i 1 V entered into the mainrrame computer, aii
documentation is riied.
c. Issue Control.
The PR is edited to ensure that it has been
tilled out correctly. It the item has a Naval Stock Numoer
vNSN; ^which is trequently not the case with research^, the
current price is taken rrom the list ot valid NSN's ana
changes are made ir necessary to the price and NSN iistea on
t n e PR. The PR is t n e n s t a m p e a w i t n a p u r p i e " V " ana i n i
-
tialea to moicate it has oeen throu^n issue Control ana
rorwaraed to trie Comptroller's urrice.
d. Comptroller's urrice.
I i J Edit _C i e r k . Tne edit cierK uses tne
Segment/ Job Or oer / Document Isjumoer Listing to ensure tnat tne
PR is maae out ror a vaiid too order ana that tne numoers
assigned are correct and consistent with eac^i other. She
then cnecKs tne PR against the Pi card riie to ensure tnat
tne correct serial ana seament numoers nave been used.
/b
The Job Order Status Report is used to
aetermine the amount or money remaining in that account.
Cases where there are insur 1: i cient funds are referred to the
budget analyst assigned to that account rather than being
processed rurtner. Expense elements are checked against the
master list to ensure the proper code has been used, and
changes are made ir necessary.
PR's are screened to ensure that they have
Deen properly rilled out and are then date stamped and
initialed to indicate approval. The edit clerk removes the
green copy or the PR and a copy or the SF 36 i.PR continua-
tion pagej. as appropriate, and sends them to the budget
analyst handling that account.
Approval to make price changes on a PR may
suosequently oe requested or tne edit cierk oy the rurcnas-
ing Division. Ir the changes are less tnan *iGO, they are
ver Daily appro veci and tne edit cierk prepares a Request ror
Document increase/ Decrease. These are rorwardea to tne
DUO get analyst ror entry. Cnanges m excess oi ilOu are
r e r e r r e a to tne a n a i v 3 t who w 1 t i approve or disapprove t n e in
on tne oasis or tne account oaiance.
(L) Budget Analyst
The o u d g e t analysts receive 1 n r o r m a 1
1
g n
aoout OD ligations rrom tne PR packages previously aescribeo.
The analyst enters the Original Document File on the wANG
/D
and inputs the job order number, document number, expense
element, and contract number. She then enters the trans-
actions rile, enters the obligation and posts it. It
insurticient runds are available to pay tor the item, she
investigates the reason.
The transaction is next entered into the
ILA-IIB. IDA reatures a set or menus which must be stepped
througn consecutively to properly identity the iob order to
which tne obligation will be cnarged. Any errors made
cannot be changed by NAVFGSCuL but must instead be re laved
by telephone to AAA, which will correct them.
This thesis has rererred to NSC Oakland as
an AAA to emphasize its accounting role tor NAVPGSCuL. It
13 more accurate, however, to use the term FIFO, since M S
C
Oakland aiso disourses money to liquidate NAJFGSCuL's
ODI igatioiis.
Accordingly, the Transaction Listing wnicn
13 received rrom AAA reriects tne runds ooligated and
e ti t e r e a througn tne on-line terminal by i J A V F G S C u L . it a i s o
lists tne expenditures wnich have oeen made by Aaa on benair
or f4f\«FGSCuL since the last reporting period enaeo.
The Transaction Listing is thererore used
D V tne D u la g e t a n a i / 3 t to r e c o r a expenditures 1 n ' o tne memo-
randum accounts and decrease tne net amount or mone;/ avaii-
aoie on the particular iob order master authorizaiiion. once
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the obligation has been totally liquidated through one pay-
ment or several partial payments, the document can be re-
moved rrom the WANG's Original Document File and entered
into the Original Document History File.
e. Supply Department.
After the edit clerk removes the green copy or
the PR, it is rorwaraed to Issue Control. Standard stock
Items are ordered from the Navy supply system using a MIL-
STftlP message. Open Purchase items must be obtained by the
Purchasing Division through non-Navy sources. Alter the
contract is awarded, a copy of the purchase order (DDllBS)
and the original or the PR is sent to the Receiving Branch,
or warehouse. Copies of the purchase order are also sent to
the vendor, the ordering department (.to notify them or any
price cnanges that may nave occurred;, and to Receipt Con-
trol. The warenouse uses a photocopy or tne purcnase requi-
sition superimposed on tne DDiiSS as a receipt. Alter tne
inem IS acceotea bv the department, the Receiving Branch
lor wards the signed receipt to Receipt Control.
Receipt Control is required to c e r 1 1 r v invoices
ror payment. In order to do so. Receipt Control must Tirst
have a copy or the invoice, a warehouse receipt signed by
the Receiving Brancru ano a warehouse receipt, signed by tne
requesting Department, proving that the item received was
the Item ordered and is in working condition. The package
/b
is then rorwarded to AAA, so that AAA can liquidate the
ob 1 1 gat ion.
3. Trave 1
a. Academic Departments, Academic Groups and
Research Groups.
It was noted in subsection B.2.a. or this chap-
ter that some departments maintain manual accounting re-
cords, whereas others keep automated accounts as well.
Departments generally keep tne same style records ror travel
as they do ror purchases. Some departments even use the same
log sheet tor both, although the travel orders (.TO; ana
PR's may be prepared by dirrerent people. All departments
surveyed kept central files or travel documentation.
Travel may be runaed by either a speciric re-
search account or Department indirect cost money. Tne
Department Chairman approves ail travel except his own.
which 13 approved Dy the appropriate Division Dean. whiie
enairmen do not speciricaily compare the travel orders to
tne b u a g e t page, t h e v are u s u a 1 i v r a m i 1 i a r with tne travel
planned, since tra'v'ei impacts on teaching ciasses.
Orders must o e accompanied o v a Travel work-
sheet. Passenger Reservation Request. Travel Request. Form.
and, ir appropriate, an Indirect Cost Form. Travel is
logged into the pending ana account noteoooKS pre'/iousiy
mentioned with the issuer, tango numoer i.a tv'pe or document
serial numoer used ror travel orders;, date issued.
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individual traveling, destination, and the estimated and
actual cost. A copy or the orders is retained in the
pending rile. The orders and attached forms are then for-
warded to RAO.
b. Research Administration Gttice.
The Research Administration Assistant reviews
the package ror errors upon its receipt at RAO and ensures
that any proposed travel was listed on the budget page. The
TO amount is compared to the RAO Daily Balance Summary to
ensure that there are surricient funds remaining in the
account
.
Ir consistent, the Research Administration
Assistant signs the TO, pu 1 is a copy ana gives it to rne RAu
data entry clerk with the supporting documentation. This
mrormation is tnen entered into the FORTRAN dataoase ana
later veriried oy the Scientiric Starr Assistant, using the
same procedure previously described tor PR's. Copies or ali
documentation are riled.
c. Comptroller's Orrlce.
\i; E d i t _C I e r k . The edit cierk checks the Job
uraer Status Report, ensuring that adequate runds are avail-
able ror trie travel. The documents are then date stamped,
t r a / ^ 1 stamped, ana r o r w a r d e d to the Supervisor'/ Fiscal
Analyst. Arter the travel is completed, the oroers will be
returned to the edit clerk with a Travel Voucher Summary
ao
attached. The documentation is reviewed against the orig-
inal travel orders tor errors and then torwarded to the
budget analyst.
(2) Supervisory_Fisca 1 _Analyst . The Super-
visory Fiscal Analyst reviews the orders against the travel
regulations to ensure that the criteria tor official travel
are met and that the travel is in the interest of the U.S.
Government. The travel orders package is then sent to the
trave 1 clerk.
(3) T r a V e 1 _C 1 e r k . The travel clerk checks the
dates requested and explanation of why weekend travel, if
included, is required. This is done so that per diem will
not. Qe paid inappropriately.
She also reviews the funding source or the
travel, ensuring tnat research travel is rundea tnrougn
research reimoursabies, while travel ror the oenerit or tne
scnool IS Tunaed through U^ti.l-'J runds. Recognizing tnat
e '/ e n ''no cost to the g o •/ e r n m e n t " orders actually represent
an expense in terms or labor, it is important tnat tnev oe
c n a r i' e o p r o p e r i v . S n e pulls two copies or tne t r a v el orders
ana tne Travel Request Form ror ner riies. The remaining
copy 13 returnee to tne edit c I e r l< , who will r o r w a r d it to
trie appropriate ouaget anai>-3t ror entr / into tne system.
Alter the travel is complete, tne onaers
package is riled separately with the claim for reimbursement
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Uhen the check arrives, the travel clerk logs the name or the
traveler, the check number, the voucher number and the loca-
tion to which the check will be sent and then ensures that
the member receives it. The copy or the voucher which was
received with the check, the travel clerk's copy or the
orders, and any attached paperwork such as travel advances,
are returned to the edit clerk, who forwards the documents to
the budget analyst tor entry into the system.
•4. Labor
a. Civilian Personnel Ofrice (CPO).
CPU prepares a Not i r i cat ion of Personnel Action
iForm 50; when a civilian employee is hired. All pay status
cnanges require tnat a new Form 50 be suomitted. Copies ot
this form are sent to AAA iby transmittal letters, the
individual hired and the Labor Branch. CPO retains a copy
to use ror dar.a inpur. t:o the Personnel on Board list kept on
its PC.
b. Academic Departments. Academic Croups and
Research Groups.
( 1 ; Support _Personne
1
. Individuals personally
r'i 1 i out their time cards (.NAvCOMPT OiiA; rer lee ting the
rioufs tney actually worked during the time period, including
in. out time, overtime, annual and sick leave, and any ao-
sences wit ri out leave. The purpose of the time cards is to
account ror hours worked ror pa '/roll ana timekeeping: nence.
they do not include cost code inrormation. Department
chairmen verity the cards' accuracy and sign them prior to
submitting them to the Labor Branch.
Support personnel may spend a workday on
more than one research project. Departments prepare a memo
for submission to RAO which cites the hours spent on each
lob order by each support person. Prepared on a bi-weekly
basis, this inrormation is used in the Research Reimbursable
Support Personnel Employment Schedule.
(.2) Facu 1 ty . Faculty members are not required
to prepare and submit time cards. Instead. Faculty Employ-
ment Cer t i r i cat i on memos are prepared tor eacn pay period by
the departments and signed bv the chairmen, stating the
number ot hours spent by each professor on both teaching and
research cost codes. These are forwarded to the Facuitv
Employment Scheduler, via tne RAO.
Changes no tne Faculty Employment Scheduie
prepared at tne beginning or tne year occur con-inuallv.
Additional memos reflecting changes are sent to RAO as thev'
occur, and tnence to tne scheduler, wno will generate a new
scneduie ror eacn pa/ period.
Faculty may De partial ly runded bv uitM.M
and Research during a given oeriod. Hence, accounting ror
the amount or time spent on research ana teaching accurately
is critical tor the school to be appropriately reimbursed.
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c. Research Administration Orfice.
The Scientific Statf Assistant compiles the
various support personnel memos trom the departments bi-
weekly. These memos are used to prepare the Research
Reimbursable Support Personnel Employment Schedule, which
lists each individual and the cost code to which his salary
is assigned. The appropriate jobs are charged tor labor on
the Rau accounts, and the schedule is then rorwarded to the
Labor Branch.
Similarly, the Faculty Employment Schedule, as
amended by any changes received from the departments, is
used to charge raculty salary costs to RAO accounts. The
Scientiric Starr Assistant reviews all changes made to the
schedule to ensure runds are available, posts the proper
accounts ana then rorwards the cnanges to tne Faculty
Scneduler. Mnv rurther changes are made to the RAO accounts
on tne basis or the new Faculty Employment Scnedule.
d. Director or Academic Planning's Ofrice.
(1; Facu 1 ty __Scheau i er . The Faculty Scheauler
generates the Faculty Empioyment Scheaule on tne oasis or
tne initial departmental input and any changes wnicn are
maae. This scnedule is then promulgated to the departments,
the R A a n o the Comptroller's r r i c e > L a d o r B r a n c n ' .
Additionally, she compiles inrormation rrom
the departmental Faculty Employment Certification memos.
aa
preparing the bi-weekly Faculty Employment Certification
Letter tor the Comptroller's signature. This letter is also
forwarded to the Comptroller's Orrice t>Labor Branch;.
e. Comptroller's Orrice.
«> i ) Labor _B ranch .
(.a; Otricial Labor Records. As previous-
ly described, an individual's records are placed in the IDA
files and the individual is included on the payroll when AAA
receives the Form 50. Information concerning a worker tor a
particular pay period is then accumulated on labor and time
cards or via the Faculty Employment Certification memo.
Civilian personnel are required to
Till out bi-weekly labor cards. However, in the case or
research personnel, labor cards are completed by the Laoor
Branch or the Comptroller's orrice rather- than tne indivi-
dual, on the basis or the Support Personnel and Faculty
Empiovment Scnedules. The iaoor cards are compared with me
time cards or Faculty Employment Certification memo to en-
sure that tne total nours on each document balance. Laoor
cards, time cards and the Faculty Emplo\'ment Certiri cation
Letter are then rorwaraed to two dirferent sections or AAA
to be entered into tr.e IDA II-E.
(. b J I'lemor andum Laoor Reooros. Laoor data
are recoraea by tne Laoor Branch in a rile on the wANG
entitled F a y r c 1 1 / B u d ^ e t Master. A separate rile is
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initiated in the Payro I 1 / Budget Master for each person, as
they are hired, on the basis or the Form 50. This file
contains inrormation identifying the individual, his
command, the department, and line manager. It gives the
term ot appointment Ktot example, 1 year or 3 years;, shows
the employee's employment status (.full, part-time or inter-
mittent;, the number of hours worked per week, grade and
step rates for hourly, daily, overtime and annual purposes,
the clock code, and the appropriate AG/SaG. Lastly, the
file notes the type of funds used to pay salary costs iO^M,N
or reimbursable;, the billet number, when the person was
employed and (.if appropriate; terminated, whetner or not he
intends to return, the occupational series code, and annui-
tant status. Terminated personnel files are placed in an
arcnive or nistorv rile to reduce the size or the Payroll/
Buoge t Master
.
Costs or labor are entered into the
memorandum records by Laoor Branch Personnel bi-weekly in
concurrence with labor and time card suomission to AAA. The
inrormation input is not reriected in any way in tne indivi-
dual ioD accounts. n local report is then generatec. show-
ing the exact information that NAVPGSCuL submitted, for




(.2 J BudgetAnalyst .
ia> urricial Labor Records. The IDA 1 1 -B
is designed so that labor data can be entered only by AAA,
via the time and labor cards and the Faculty Employment
Cer t i r i cat i on Letter. This is in direct contrast to travel
and purchases, where obligations are entered online by the
Budget Ana 1 ys t
.
The Budget Analyst compares the labor
inrormation rrom the IDA Transaction Listing report with the
WANG Labor report generated by the Labor Branch. The two
reports should concur. Variances are investigated and
resolved.
Labor costs are then entered into the
memorandum records by the Budget Analyst for eacl'i individual
account, and subtracted rrom the balance in that lob order's
labor reservation rile. Thus, the budget anaiysr will
arrive at a new balance or labor available, as well as a new
net amount available on that lob order master autnorizaticn.
C. ACCUUlJTl NG FOR RESEARCH MONIES
It is impossioie to adequatel',' document inrormation
rlow. as was done in Section B of this chapter, without also
describing mucn or the mecnanicai aspects or tne underlying
accounting s y stem. Hence, this section will concentrate on
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the characteristics and capabilities or the accounting sys-
tems employed by the various record keepers, rather than the
details of how information is entered into them.
1 . Pr inci pa 1 Investigator' s Memorandum Accounts .
The RAO issues two copies of their bi-weekly report
to each department for the Chairman and the PI. Typically,
the Pi's review this report (.Figure 14) for any extraneous
entries, note any items that are not reflected, the total
balance of money left in the account, and the amount una-
vailable due to NAVPGSCOL's retention of 10% for price
changes in the case of purchase requisitions (PRs; and
t rave I .
Codes are priovided on the report to assist in cost
category classification. If unobligated balances in the
categories or travel. PR's or labor are desired, the Fi must
sum up the items listed under appropriate categorv codes.
(See subsection C.3. or this chapter. ; Any discrepancies 3tre
brought to the attention of the Department or Acaaemic Group
account keeper for investigation.
Pi's accounts are primarily of the checkbook
variety. The PI retains copies or the RAu report rrom
period to period, notes the beginning and ending balance and
uses the balance or runds a / a i i a b I e r o r e x p e n a i t u r e to
determine whether or not Turther travel or purchases can be
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documents. In short, Pi's accounts may best be described as
manual. They are, however, based on an ADP product provided
by RAG.
2. Depar tmenta 1 Memorandum Accounts
Academic Departments and Groups generally maintain
manual records, using log sheets, notebooks, and retention
or copies or all documents concerning research. These
records are compared to the RAO report by the Administrative
Assistant either when the report is received, or when Pi's
notice problems.
Some departments have moved to more sophisticated
systems on various PC's in addition to manual records. In
most cases, this has been done because planning labor tor
research icbs is complex or because large amounts of money
or numoers or researcn job oroers are involved. PC svsr. ems.
where used, consist or spreadsheet programs which have oeen
adapted to the needs or that group.
Departmental records are intended to allow tne PI
and tne Chairman to know what has been obligated to date on
a prolect, ano compare it to tne Budget Page and RAG
balances to plan rurther activitv. As sucn, thev prove an
excellent managerial tool and a read'/ means or checking the
Comptroller's af\d Rau's accounts.
du
3. RAO Memorandum Accounts
Rao accounts are maintained by using a local ly pre-
pared Research Administration FORTRAN program, which
generates several files. A Names Data tile lists all the
accounts, by the names or the Pi's, that are currently open.
In fiscal year 86, there were approximately 434 accounts in
this rile, some ot which were carried over from the previous
year. These data can be arranged by cost code or alphabet-
ical ly by name. The End or the Year File is retained in
hard copy by the Start Scientific Assistant, listing all
activity that occurred during that year, by account.
The RAO reports to Pi's are printed and distributed
bi-weekly. In addition, reports are generated to summarize
the balance spent and remaining ror all accounts. Founda-
tion Accounts status, and inrormation regarding tne last
line that was entered into an account and its present balance
While more advanced and complex than the fi ani2
Department accounts, tne RaO accounts aiso comprise a cneck-
DooK St vie s'v'Stem. The computer tracks tne amounts oo-
ligatea. builds a burier or 10% ror items that do not nave a
rirm price, and makes the remainoer available ror expenoi-
ture to the PI. As prices become firm (through actual
e K pena 1 tur e -' the unused iOto ourrer monev is made availaDie
to tne Pi as well.
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The RAG system is distinguished primarily by the
ract that it was designed specirically to answer the inrorm-
ation needs or the investigators and administrators. Clear,
se I
r
-exp I anatory and chronologically arranged, reports are
well suited to the management of funds. Accounts are ident-
ified by a locally assigned file name which, conveniently,
is the name of the PI. The report also gives the title of
the research contract, the sponsor, and the date the funds
expire. Accounting information codes used are limited to
the cost code, serial numbers for that account and the
segment number.
The upper section of the RAO report details the
specific labor, travel, indirect cost and stub transactions
on the account to date, gives the total labor ooligated.
the total or other obligations, tne amount being withneid
for price changes, ana the balance avaiiaole ror expendi-
ture. Trie lower section, on tne other hand, gives the total
e X peno i tur es ror various cost categories, and dermes these
categories. This allows the user to ensure that all expend-
itures are appropriate, as well as easily compare totals in
each category against tne budget page.
The computerized system is supplemented by i:locument
riles. As noted in suDsection B.l.D. of this chapter, RAU
retains copies or all documents used to obligate runds as
triey are ror warded to the Comptroller for processing.
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However. RAO is not included in the later flow of informa-
tion. Therefore, updated price data and travel reimburse-
ments are entered into RAG accounts only periodically or in
response to departments providing copies. Since departments
are not permitted to expend the buffer money until a firm
price is known, this can cause problems, particularly when
funds are close to expiring or depletion.
4. Comptro 1 1 er ' s Memorandum Accounts
The Comptroller's memorandum records are maintained
on a WANG computer using the AIMS software package. AIMS is
a user friendly program which employs menus to input data.
NAVPGSCOL has eleven terminals networked to a hard drive
minicomputer which are used throughout the Comptroller's
Department. The Supply Department does not access or use
these records: they are used only ror the accoijnting
runction.
The Comptroller's recordkeeping svstem dirrers suD-
stantially rrom that or the RAU. The rormer were designed
to interlace closely with the orficial records kept by AAA.
and tnerefore are based on the cost classification codes
discussed in Chapter [1, whereas the RAO report uses locally
assigned codes to accumulate costs for managerial purposes.
The WAl-iG is not intended to duplicate the errorts or
IL'A-IiB. Rather, the active riles on the local memorandum
records should only contain the documents for which an
'J3
expenditure has not been recorded. Once the expenditure is
recorded on the IDA-IIB. the document should be taken out of
the Original Document File and placed in the Original Docu-
ment History File. Hence, the sum of the transactions
rerlected in the Original Document File and the transactions
in the Original Document History File equates to the total
funds obligated and expended to date. The relationships
within the WANG files can be illustrated with the following
equa t i on
:
Transactions in the Original Document File
+ Transact ions_in_the_Origina I _Document_Hi story _Fi le
= Total Obligated and Expended Funds
Subtracting the total obligated and expended funds from the
total funds authorized for a particular lob order will then
yield the net available runds.
JOD Order I'i aster- Authorization File
- Total
__0 b 1 i g a t e d ._a n d _E x p e n d e d __F u n d s
= [let Availaole Funds Listed in JoD Master Aut ho r i ca n i on
File
Ir the transactions which have been entered into the iDA-lIB
re cor- a 3 are reconciled with those which appear oniv on the
WANG, this will yield the total runds obligated and expendea
iust as a checking account is reconciled using a cneckbook
and a bank statement.
9^ I
Obligations Reflected Only on the WANG
+ Obi igations_and_Expenditures_on_lDA- 1 IB' s_Transaction Listing
= Total Funds Obligated or Expended
Therefore, on a monthly basis, i.e. at the end of a reporting
period, the two sets of records will be reconcilable, en-
abling the Comptroller's Office personnel to look for possible
errors .
The Comptroller's Research Report is divided into
two sections, covering those items still in the Original
Document File (.See Figure 15.; and those in the History File
(Figure 16). Information in excess of that presented on the
RAO report is presented, however. Pi's have found the rormat
harder to use. The top section of the Comptroller's report
is devoted to inrormation identify ing the speciric account.
the total amount or runds contained in the original auth-
ori-ation. estimated direct labor costs from the budget
page, and the indirect costs removed rrom the rund. These
can oe used to find the actual authorized funds available to
the Fi. This figure, less the obligations reflected in the
Original Document and History riles and the labor reserva-
tions, wnere appropriate, v'ields the net available funds ror
that account.
The lower portion or this report gives the details
for each individual transaction, referencing the segment,
ioD order, purchase order and document number, the expense
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element, a description of the item, the required delivery
date, obligated amount and current status. The obligated
and current status columns should equal each other it all
price changes have been entered. Sub-totals are also given
tor all active tiles and the history tile, which sum to the
obligated figure on the top right corner of the report.
In short, this system's reporting capabilities are
potentially versatile enough to meet management's informa-
tional needs. However, the amount of time required to
prepare and print the additional reports that research per-
sonnel and administration require is prohibitive. Curr-
ently, this report is only being used internally by the
Comptroller Department and to update price information in
the Rao records. Other user needs for accounting data are
met via the more ramiiiar RAO report.
NAvPGSCuL management monitors the activity's
rinancial status on a daily basis through the Local
iianagement Code (.LMCj report. Additional reports are pre-
pared which aggregate the data alreaay discussed in
dirrerent formats.
5 . AAA ' s _ufr icial_Records
AAA utilizes the Resource Management System cRMSj on
the IDA-iiB sortware package to track t-JA'vPGSCuL runds. Ri'iS
was discussed in Chapter II of this thesis. RMS provides
y6
rour reports ror management purposes, as follows: CRer.
9
: pp. 30 and 413
a. Unirorm Management Report cUMR) "C".
This report can be prepared for either the
individual cost centers or the entire responsibility center.
It gives the status to date by SAG, FC/SFC, and CAC. man-
hours, labor expenses and various expense categories. Since
it contains basically the same data as the annual budget
submission, it can be also be used to analyze perrormance.
(.See F i gur e 17 )
b. Perrormance Statement (.NAVCOMPT 2169^.
This report compares the cumulative accrued
expenses and the work units by SAG, FC/SFC. and CAC by cost
center to the annual budget by each category. The intent is
to ai low managers to compare expenses to income provided in
the rorm of NAVPGSCOL' s uPBUD and reimoursable iob oraers.
(.See Figure iS.;
c. Sub - Ac t i v i ty / Func t i ona 1 Category- Expense Element
Report U^aVCOMPT 2171;.
This report is prepared monthly, showing data
aggregated by SAG. FC. SFC. and EE, both for one montn and
ror the fiscal year to date. It gives gross adjusted obliga-
tions ana expenses within each appropriation. (.See Figure
19. J
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d. Trial Balance Report (NAVCOMPT 2199).
This position report is prepared on a monthly
basis to show the financial status ot the command. It
reflects the balances in the General Ledger Accounts,
grouped under assets, liabilities, investments, expenses,
and income, as well as memorandum and budgetary and statis-
tical categories. (.See Figure 20.) NAVPGSCOL management
monitors this information daily, by accessing the current
status on I DA- MB.
AAA also provides reports from the Uniform
Management Reporting System, which are used on a daily basis
by the budget analysts with the local memorandum system.
The role of the Transaction Listing (Figure 21; was add-
ressed in detail in subsections B. and C.4. of this chapter.
The Document Control File Report ^.Figure 22; lists all
outstanding documents, i.e. those which have had onlv par-
tial payment applied or have not been liquidated.
The Reimbursable work Order File Report i^Figure
2.3 ) shows trie amount autnorized for a particular lob,
expenses incurred, unrilled orders, amount earned and
collected, the accounts receivable, expended, and obligated,
and the balance remaining. The Job Cost Status Report, on
the otner hand. 2oes into mucn greater detail in tr. is same
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area, permitting data to be extracted concerning the various
elements ot labor, supplies, travel, and material expended
both cumulatively and tor that month.
These reports are used by the Comptroller's
Orrice personnel to balance the local memorandum records
with the official ones. This process consists of first
comparing the WANG generated balances to the Trial Balance
report. Ir there is some discrepancy, the UMR Report "C"
<. respons ibi 1 i ty and cost center; and the RMS SAG/FC/EE
report is reviewed to determine which SAG is in error.
Next, the expense elements are checked; and finally the
appropriate document is found in the IDA History rile and
compared to the original. Typically, this process requires
about one weeK to complete at the end or the riscal year.
D. INTERNAL CONTROL AND INTERNAL REVIEW PROGRAMS
Chapter il or this thesis outlined the general and
specific standards of internal control. It noted that in-
ternal controls must be instituted by management and aggres-
sive! >' supported b>' all personnel ir they are to oe success-
rui. Internal re^/iew is then cnargea with determining wnat
internal controls are m place, whetner or not tnev are
adequate, ana whether or not additional controls are re-
quired.
Recent audits have demonstrated comma no weaknesses m
the internal control and internal review areas. Internal
i06
controls have not been utilised properly or. in some cases,
are missing altogether. Thus, the sarety or assets, accu-
racy ot accounting records, and propriety or resource man-
agement may be questioned. Further, the internal review
runction in recent years was relegated to a part-time
Internal Review Board. The auditors have now deemed this to
be inadequate.
A new Internal Control program is currently being imple-
mented. Management has been informed of the details of the
program, assessable units have been inventoried and vulner-
ability assessments have been conducted to date. The results
or the vulnerability assessments are presently being com-
piled ana will be reissued to managers to assist in tne
Management Control Reviews which are scheduled to be con-
ducted later this v'ear. Additionally, manpower augmentations
have been maae in certain areas, as it was recognized by tne
auditors that insuTficient personnel had caused much or tne
breakdown in the command's internal controls.
Thus rar. tne internal Review area nas been starred and
organized. Currently, the primary areas of concern ace
rol lowing up on tne results or '.'arious audits and imple-
menting tne new internal Review program.
Auditors also notea numerous errors in the Comptroller's
research accounts. it was 3pe<3irically recognizee tnat tne
complexity of research reimbursable funding and accounting.
109
coupled with its entreprenur ia 1 nature, made proper manage-
ment or these resources dirricult.
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IV. DIRECT FUNDING OF RESEARCH
Chapter II discussed direct funding, whereby an activity
receives various allotments of funds from its major claimant
through either A 1 1 otment/ Suba 1 1 otment Authorizations or, in
the case of Qd<M,N funds, a Resource Authorization. Intended
to be an activity's primary source of funds, direct funding
supports the costs incurred in accomplishing that activity's
miss ion.
Research is a part of NAVPGSCOL's mission; hence, it has
been decided to fund all DoN research through the school's
operating budget, beginning in FY88. Initially, this was to
have been accomplished through the transfer or a block of
funds rrom activities sponsoring research to NAVPGSCOL's
OPBUD. The runds would have been transferred primarily from
the RDTd^E appropriation. The DoN Budget Markup Justirica-
tion stated that
the change would require a realignment of resources rrom
DoN "customer budgets" to the NFS. Those claimants whose
funds are transferred, will be entitled to a commensurate
level of research from NFS had the service been performed
on a reimoursable basis. CRef. 27:p. BA-e-^J
During the initial (.DoN; reclama process, however, it
was argued that this would be inappropriate. Most of
NAVFGSCuL's research efforts are devoted to specific devel-
opment and research projects, rather than to the continuing,
long-term, general tasks for which RDTS^E monies are suitable
111
[Ret. 26:p. 2]. It was subsequently determined that DoN
research would indeed be directly funded through NAVPGSCOL's
OPBUD, but that the money would not be obtained from re-
search sponsor's budgets.
The purpose ot this chapter is to discuss direct funding
and its anticipated impact on research at NAVPGSCOL.
Accordingly, it will
A) Discuss the implications or direct funding,
B) Detail direct funding procedures,
C) Outline the method by which DoN sponsors will receive
their allocations of the total budgeted research
effort,
D) Review the limitations on non-DoN research, and
E; Recognize the importance of the research program.
A. IMPLICATIONS OF DIRECT RESEARCH FUNDING
NAVPGSCOL's research program has grown substantially
since its inception, with funds increasing rrom approxi-
mately $2.6 million in FY71 to $16.9 million in FYS6. The
total size of the research program has been determined on a
yearly basis by customer needs and NAVPGSCOL's manpower
limitations. Research funds have been received rrom a
variety of independent sources, with each sponsor reviewing
the quality and purpose or individual research proposals in
order to determine whether a particular endeavor was worth
pursuing, given the amount of funds required.
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Research was initially a relatively small program.
Since it was tunded r e imbursab 1 y , there was no proceaural
requirement to justify the magnitude, direction and scope
or the total program to budgeteers. However, this will
occur automatically during the POM process in the case or
directly-funded programs. Research now comprises a signifi-
cant portion of NAVPGSCOL's total annual obligational auth-
ority. The decision to directly fund research ensures that
an explicit determination will be made in the future con-
cerning the total amount of research to be accomplished in a
given year and it's applicability to DoN interests.





Currently, research proposals are accept
out the year, with sponsors reclaiming any
portions or the funds which they provide,
magnitude of any year's program is thereto
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The bulk or research spending will be funded by O&M.N,
and this information will be readily displayed on the UMR *'C"
report either tor each individual job account or tor the
total research program. Investment items will be separately
accounted tor under the OP,N allotment and will be easily
tracked, in view ot the relatively small number of large
purchases involved. The changes in accounting practices which
will occur under direct funding should tend to heighten
visibility ot DoN research projects, as well as the overall
program, and, hence, potentially increase overall financial
contro 1
.
B. DIRECT FUNDING PROCEDURES
1 . Research Programmi ng and Budget Formu 1 at i on .
The FY 1966/1989 budget submission was adjusted
during the DoN budget review in accordance with the direct
funding concept. However, in the future, NAVPGSCOL will
participate in the Program Objective Memorandum (.POM) process
in order to obtain research funding. [Ref. 283
SECNAVIImST 70^0 outlines the new funding proce-
dures, stating in part that
tor ruture riscai >'ears, requirements will be submitted by
tne Superintendent of NAVPGSCOL to the OPNAV resource
sponsor during POM development. These requirements,
identified by research sponsor, will be reviewed jointly by
the resource sponsor, the Otfice or Research, Development
and Acquisition i.OP-098; and the research sponsors. The
agreed upon resource level will be included in the Sponsor
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Program Proposal (SPP) tor further consideration in the POM
process ...The level or research funding included in the
POM for NAVPGSCOL will also be highlighted as a special
interest item during the POM presentation to CNO, CMC, and
SECNAV. CRef. 2:p. 2]
a. Planning, Programming and Budgeting System cPPBS)
The Planning, Programming and Budgeting System is
a decision-making process for allocating defense
resources. . .Cwhich] through an iterative process
moves from broad planning considerations to more
definitive program objectives, to finally specific





The end result of the almost two year long PPBS cycle is
DoD's input to the Federal Budgetary Process.
The POM process occurs during the Programming
phase of PPBS. During POM Development and Review, DoD estab-
lishes which programs, out of all the available alternatives,
will best accomplish it's goals and then determines the
appropriate level of resources for each of those programs.
b. POM Development
Each service is tasked to prepare its own POM
independently during the POM development stage. Over the
course or several months vJuly through April;, program issues
and alternatives are identified and resolved, taking into
consideration the fiscal and manpower constraints which have
been imposed on the service and the military capabilities or
potential threats. If, for example, DoD required research in
Weapons Targeting Methods, two possible alternatives considered
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might be lasers and radar. One or both programs might b
initially selected.
The final stage in POM development, or the "End
Game" consists of iterative tradeoffs between programs, com-
pensating for any price changes that may have occurred in
acquisition packages and using appropriation controls to
balance the service's POM and increase it's overall feasi-
bility as a budget submission. [Ref. 7:p. A-12] Continuing
the previous example, if both programs in lasers and radar
were originally supported, during the "End Game" one program
might be cut in favor of the other; or the Budget Estimate
for both programs might be increased, with some other program
being cut. Similarly, NAVPGSCOL's overall research program
will be in competition with other programs, including re-
search programs, during the POM process,
c. POM Review
The service POM's are compared to each other
during the L>oD POI-1 Review, which is conducted rrom May
through the beginning of August. (See Figure j.^. > This is
intended to balance the efforts of the various services, so
that all the objectives or the overall derense strategy are
met. The resulting SECDEF's Program Decision Memorandum tPDM)
addresses the approved force levels. s>'stem acquisitions, and
rates and levels of support for all DoD programs. The PDM



















































































Budgeting phase of PPBS, which commences in August. <.See





SECNAVINST 704-0 also specifies that the Graduate
Education Review Group iGERG) and the Graduate Education
Review Board cGERB) will be required to review the programmed
allocation of resources, by research sponsor. To date, this
has not occurred. Hence, it is not fully clear how the GERG
and the GERB will execute their duties. However, these
entities will probably evaluate the overall research program
and advise the school regarding the scope and applicability
of the research undertaken. CRef. 283
Once the total amount of research and its distri-
bution by research sponsor have been programmed, these fi-
gures will be used as the basis for developing and reviewing
the budget during the budgeting phase of PPBS. Any signifi-
cant changes made during the budgeting process will require
the prior approval of the CNO, CMC. and SECNAV. CRef. 2:p.
23
2. Budge t Execution .
NAVPGoCGL will receive a block or 0!i<M.N funds
designated specificall;/ to cover all the direct and indirect
costs of budgeted DoN research. Separate charges for in-



























While these tunds will be included within
NAVPGSCOL's OPBUD, they will be allocated quarterly in accor-
dance with the spending plan and will be available for
expenditure only arter the project is approved. CRet. 29:p. 7]
Hence, the actual availability ot these tunds tor obligation
will be contingent upon the review and approval of proposed
projects by the research sponsors. CRef. 2:p. 21 0&tM,N
funds will be supplemented by sufficient OP.N funds for
necessary equipment purchases to be made.
Fifteen percent or the total Q&<M,N monies have
been identified as the Superintendent's discretionary funds
and will be used ror projects approved locally by NA^wPGSCOL.
This corresponds to the funding previously known as the
Researcri Foundation Funds. The major distinction between the
projects using these runds and the remainder or the Q^M.iJ
monies is that these can be altered, canceled or have sub-
stitutions made, with local approval. Changes to other pro-
jects will require the prior approval of the research
sponsor. [Ref. 2:p. 2]
C. ALLOCATION OF RESEARCH EFFORT TO DoN SPONSORS
The initial allocation of research effort made ror FY
1968/1989 to sponsors was tDased upon the level or research
triat riad oeen previously planned. [Ret. 2:p. 23 It is not
entirely- <3lear, as vet, what procedures will be used to
determine tnis m ruture years.
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SECNAVINST 7040 [Ret. 21 presently states that NAVPGSCOL
will be required annually to propose a research activity
level tor each research sponsor. This level will be
reestablished each year by NAVPGSCOL on the basis or the
amount or research conducted tor the sponsor in the past and
the content or the Letters or Intent cLOI's) filed by
faculty tor the upcoming year. [Ret. 29:p. 6] LO I ' s are
rorms which announce the intent or faculty members and
departments to submit research proposals. As noted in
section B. or this chapter, the proposed research levels
will be reviewed by NAVPGSCOL' s resource sponsor, OP-096,
and by the appropriate research sponsor during the POM
development process. LRer. 2S:p. 13
It is recognized that some DoN activities that are not
presently sponsoring researcn may wish to do so in the
ruture. A part or the total research runds will thererore
De available ror allocation to new sponsors. It not needed
rof new projects, this etrort will be reallocated by
NAvPGSCOL to existing sponsors.
Sponsors can also request that their research level be
changed tor the following year. The total size or the
research program will be determined by the GERB. GERG. and
the POM reviews. '.See section B. of this chapter. ) Spon-
sors' requests tor additional NAVPGSCOL research will tend
to support the importance of the NAVPGSCOL research program
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in relationship to other Navy programs. This should
increase the total amount of resources budgeted tor it.
This does not ensure that the sponsor requesting
additional research will necessarily be granted the entirety
or that request. The way in which research effort is
actually distributed will be decided, on an annual basis, by
the nature of the faculty's LO I ' s and research proposals.
Hence, a sponsor can best obtain additional research support
by bringing areas of interest to the attention of faculty
who may subsequently submit proposals. CRef. 29:p. 63
Further DoN projects may be undertaken later, provided that
Navy research funds have not been fully committed and there
are sufficient manpower assets available.
D. NDN-DoN RESEARCH ALLOCATIONS
NAVPG3C0L has also done a significant amount of research
tor non-DoN sponsors in the past. Direct funding will not
terminate those relationships, but the procedures used will
change significantly. Reimbursement will be made by govern-
ment sponsors on the basis of direct costs, with indirect
cost charges no longer being utilized.
An estimate or the reimbursable budget required to
accomplish non-DoN research will be submitted annually. The
School will also be authorized to accept additional research
projects on a reimbursable basis for DoD and to support
otner national needs. Costs or such additional research
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projects are not to exceed 10 percent or the total bud-
geted reimbursable level of research. [Ret. 2:p. 3]
Manpower and funding resources are limited, and it is
recognized that the majority of research effort will be
allocated to DoN research. Nevertheless, it is intended that
established relationships between NAVPGSCOL Pi's and non-DoN
research sponsors will be preserved and new work undertaken
as NAVPGSCOL resources permit. [Ref. 29:p. 6]
E. CONCLUSION
The criticality of research to DoN cannot be over-
emphasized. As James Forrestal said during his tenure as the
Secretary of the Navy cl9^4-1947), in justification of Naval
research
. it is even more important in peace than it is in war
for scientists to contribute to basic military research.
Wars are fought primarily with weapons which were deve-
loped before the fighting began. .. Research requires time.
Application of its results absorbs more time. . . If a
weapon is to be employed during a war, the fundamental
research underlying it must have been conducted over a
protracted period before the war. [Ref. 3l:p. 18]
Current naval leaders are equally sensitive to the need
for a strong, ongoing research program. The fact that re-
search is being directly funded is indicative of the high
level of interest in this area.
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V. AN ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH ACCOUNTING INFORMATION
REQUIRED BY USERS
Chapter IV or this thesis noted that funding NAVPGSCOL
research directly through the POM process will greatly
increase the visibility or the program. Changes will be
required in the supporting accounting systems. Additional-
iVi the f'Gles and vespunaibi 1 i t iea or the various partici-
pants will be affected. Clearly, this will also modify the
information needs of users.
The purpose of this chapter' is to outline the accounting
information/which will be required by users under direct
funding. Accordingly, it will discuss the data needs of the
A. Academic Departments, Including Pi's,
B. Research Administration Office,
C. Comptroller,
D. AAA,
E. Research Sponsor, and
F. Activities Involved with POM Development
and Rev i ew.
A. ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
1 . Pr i nc i pa 1 1 nves t i gators
Pi's conceptualize research projects, translating
ideas into productive areas or investigation. Responsible
for planning the proiect, determining the runds required.
-1.24
and then spending funds in accordance with the approved
proposal; they carry the initial fiscal responsibility.
Generally speaking, Pi's need to know what the unob-
ligated balance is in an account at any given time, any
limitations that may exist on the use ot the funds, and the
funds* expiration date. This permits the PI to plan when
and how the remaining funds will be obligated, and either
request additional funds or, in the case ot re imbur sab 1 es
,
return unneeded monies, as the situation demands.
Pi's were queried concerning their specific needs.
Based on a sample of six of the most active Pi's, the
following was determined:
a. RAu currently generates research reports bi-weekly
for the Pi's and Department Chairman. '.See figure 14
and Chapter III, subsection C.3.) Each of the inrorm-
ation items contained on that report was considered
necessary by the Pi's surveyed.
Pi's found the 10% bufrer funds t, reserved in the RAU
accounts to allow for price changes; column in the
RAG Report to be particularly useful, as it enabled
them to find how much money was being kept back and to
regain the use of these funds by updating RaO's
records to reflect known actual prices. The item
description column was critical in that users could
quickly scan for expenditures improperly charged to
this account and determine which transactions had
been entered into the accounting system. The recorded
balance was also compared closely to the Pi's records,
especially as the funds' expiration date grew near.
The RaO's report periodicity was generally considered
adequate by the Pi's. One PI stated a preference for
weekly reports from mid-May until the end of the
fiscal >'ear, as there is a great deal of spending
activity during that time. It should be noted that
RAU presently generates reports on a weekly basis
during the last few months of the fiscal year.
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Another PI stated that, since managing the large
amount ot funds ror his research group's projects
required daily account balances, his research group
had devised its own PC accounting system. Ail Pi's
noted with pleasure that special reports could be
obtained, by request and on short notice, from RAO.
Similarly, balances were available by phone tor
separate accounts.
RAO reports were described by five of the six Pi's
surveyed as accurate, i.e., as ret 1 ect ing the appro-
priate transactions. The other PI did not comment.
However, all ot the Pi's tound the currency of the
intorraation lacking. Transactions are en tered into
the RAO accounts on the same day they are rece i ved.
As Rao is not within the otticial account ing system.
however, it would frequently take 2-3 months tor
price change data to be reflected and 10% buffer funds
made available tor obligation. Bu sy time per iods
noticeably reduced the timeliness of the price change
data reflected in the report. Add i t iona
1
i nf ormat i on
concerning required delivery dates for it(ems ordered
was requested by one PI, while two others found the
purchase order number desirable.
Pi's found the RAO report format useful and
convenient. The Comptroller report format was less
easily- understood. As two Pi's noted, the item des-
cription on the Comptroller's report sometimes did not
contain enough data (.for example, when the term "book"
was usedv for a speciric transaction to be identiried.
Generally, Pi's were comfortable with and
to the RAO report. However, it was mentio
Pi's that the RAO and the Comptroller's pr
preparing research reports on two separat
was redundant. Citing rationales such as
costs and increasing administrative effici
suggested that only one report be prepared
based on the inputs of the Comptroller and
or the Pi's did not specify what action th
should be taken. However, they stated that
efforts were unnecessary and, therefore, e
unified system snould be instituted in the
only one of the s;/ stems continued. The to
that the Comptroller, as the Navy's ofrici
dum accounts keeper, should maintain local
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c. An online database was cited as the preferred method
or receiving account status by four Pi's. One PI
further requested that the supply status be reflected
online. Another PI felt that it would be useful to be
able to determine where an item was in the internal
processing system. No desired online formats were
stated, although one PI specifically did not want
reports to reflect the difference between planned and
actual expenditures. The reason cited was that he
did not want an increase in bureaucratic oversight or
research projects.
d. Reserving the total labor cost, based on the budget
page, and reflecting this in future reports was noted
as a useful planning tool which two Pi's would like to
see implemented.
e. One PI preferred that all data concerning a particular
trip or purchase be grouped together, rather than
being displayed in chronological order.
2. Depar tment Administrative Ass i s tants .
AA' s maintain current balances on all research ac-
counts in their department. They require a research report
which contains sufficient detail about each individual
transaction to allow them to balance the report with their
department accounts and reveal any discrepancies that may
occur. In tne process, internal control over the validity
and completeness or both the RAU and the department accounts
is enhanced. AA ' s use all the information items presently
listed on the RAO report in their accounting runction.
Five of the eight AA ' s sampled compared the RAO
report routinely to their own accounts by line item, whiereas
the remainder do so whenever the Pi's spot errors or the
balances are incorrect. Three of the AA's notify RAO or
price changes as discrepancies are noted on the research
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report, while the others simply forward all travel and
price change data to RAO. Ot particular interest are the
columns listing the price of the item and the 10% buffer
monies. AA' s carefully check these to insure that buffer
funds are released as soon as possible.
3. Department Chai rmen .
Department chairmen are concerned with the overall
status of the various accounts in their department. Some
chairmen track the percentage spent to date in a given
account, initial balance and amount remaining, difference
between planned and actual expenditures, amount of buffer
funds being retained and funds' expiration date. While
p['s monitor individual transactions, department chairmen
are more concerned with the "big picture." Department chair-
men guard against abuses, determine the reasons ror an
account being ahead of or behind schedule in terms of total
expenditures, and verify that funds are not over or under-
obligated. This control becomes particularly critical as
the runds' expiration date approaches.
Department chairmen are entrusted witn overseeing
research projects and safeguarding funds. In addition to the
duties already noted, they authorize all travel (with the
exception of their ownJ and either delegate approval auth-
ority or personally authorize all purchases. However, chair-
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men generally do not compare proposed transactions against
the RAO report or budget page.
Pi's are prohibited from over-obligating or purch-
asing items unless they appear on the budget proposal.
Further control is ensured through RAO's screening process.
Five department chairmen were interviewed concerning
their information needs. General comments were made
concerning the Comptroller and RAO presentations or research
accounting data. RAO reports were characterized as being
current, except during periods or high activity when
recordkeeping was delayed. Chairmen also noted that RAO's
currency was adversely affected by the fact that it did not
necessarily receive timely price update information. Three
chairmen noted that it required an excessive amount of time
to regain 10% butrer runds and that this was particularly
significant as the end of the year approached. Two chair-
men described the Comptroller's accounts as consistently
back 1 ogged .
The fact that RAO and Comptroller records rarely
agree with each other implies that only the lesser balance
or the two is actually available tor expenditure. Two
chairmen stated that they trust the accuracy of their de-
partment purchase and travel records over both RAO and the
Comptroller, although neither of these departments tracks
labor costs. One feit that fewer layers of administration
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should exist, since the present duplication of effort in-
creases overhead costs. Another stated that Pi's were being
required to do excessive '*pol icing" to increase the accuracy
of both accounting systems.
The following specific needs were expressed:
(.a) Two department chairmen felt that
better suited to administrative as
needs than to theirs, as the level
concerning individual transactions
One chairman felt that the documen
numbers and category codes on the
extraneous. Another felt that con
changes in a particular transactio
status rather than showing each ch
would be sufficient. Still anothe
would prefer a line item status fo
budget categories on the proposal.








n into a net
ronological event
r said that he
r each of the
(b) Four chairmen expressed interest in a performance
style report format, which would conform with the
budget page. This report would have the proposal's
budgeted amounts in each category displayed with the
obligated and expended quantities. Variance
analysis could then be done readily to determine
whether or not a project was on schedule with
regards to spending and where change might be
needed.
i. c ) Two chairmen cited a user - f r i end 1 y online database
as the best way to promulgate research information.
They preferred this online data be presented in the
method described in subsection A.3.b. of this
chapter
.
c d .1 It was felt by two chairmen that the periodicitv of
RAO reports could be modified. While recognizing
that Pi's and administrative assistants need reports
twice per month, there are periods wherein the
chairmen do not need to be informed. One chairman
required reports only during the critical last Tew
months of the year, while another chairman wanted
them once per month during inactive periods and as
each transaction occurred during busy times.
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(e) Two chairmen requested that support and faculty
labor data be presented separately - showing the
amount budgeted and the amount expended to date.
B. RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION OFFICE
The Director or Research Administration is charged with
monitoring and administering the overall research program.
He and the Division Deans ensure that research projects are
appropriate tor the needs of the Navy School.
In keeping with its role of overseeing research spend-
ing, the RAO attempts to ensure that a project's total
obligations do not exceed it's funding and that all expendi-
tures are appropriately specified in the budget page. The
RAG requires copies of all original budget pages and pro-
posal mod i r i ca t i ons , as well as current balances for eacn
research account to oversee project execution. Each trans-
action must be screened against the budget page and account
balance prior to runds being orficially obligated. Account
balance information is obtained from the Last Line Report.
The Last Line Report is prepared solely for internal use
and contains the last transaction entered into each account
and the current balance.
The RAU generates the RAO Report documenting project
spending. This is provided to research personnel to
answer their managerial needs. Since RAO maintains its own
separate system of accounts, additional document processing
and, hence costs, are incurred. Detailed data concerning
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the identity of the travel order or PR and the funds being
obligated must be extracted and entered into the database
from each transaction as it is screened. Moreover, changes
in items' prices and travel costs must also be input. This
requires the RAO to obtain data from either the individual
departments or the Comptroller's quarterly Research Reim-
bursable Report, in order to remain accurate. The RAO re-




The Comptroller accepts research funds on behalf of the
Superintendent. He and the Deputy Comptroller are then
responsible ror ensuring that proper accountability Tor and
identity of the funds are maintained, accounts are esta-
blished and audited internally, and progress reports are
produced. The Comptroller and Deputy Comptroller monitor
account balances to ensure that the Ant i -Def i ci ency Act
(.Title 31, U.S. Code (.Amended;, Section 1517) [Ref. 33] is
not violated by funds being obligated or expended in excess
of the total amount authorised.
Under direct funding, the Comptroller will need to track
both research reimbursables and the direct 0!i<M,N and OP,N
funds. AAA balances wil 1 be compared with the amounts
retiected on the local memorandum accounts, and any
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disquieting trends or variances investigated. The Super-
visory Fiscal Analyst, Reimbursable Accounting and the Bud-
get Ofticer will be the Comptroller's middle managers for
research funding.
Non-managerial personnel in the reimbursable accounting
area, such as the various clerks and budget analysts, and
the Labor Branch personnel will continue to use the same
reports and data under direct funding as they have under the
current system. Since non-DoN research will be conducted on
a reimbursable basis, as it is presently, the procedures
used to account for these projects will not be affected by
the fact that DoN research will be directly funded. The
reports employed by the reimbursable accounting and Labor
Branch personnel were previously addressed in Chapter III,
subsections B. and C. of this thesis.
Personnel assigned to accounting tor the directly runaed
research accounts will require data similar to those hand-
ling reimbursable research job orders. however, the data
entry format and reports employed will be those used with
UPBUD monies, rather than reimbursable funds. The procedures
which are currently used for the uPBUD and will be used in
FYS6 under direct funding of research are as follows:
1. Standing job orders are initiated ror the uPBUD at the
beginning of the fiscal .year and as required by emer-
gent needs. Each department is assigned an LMC and
certain serial numbers ror use with their documents.
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When documents are received by the Comptroller's
Office, they are reviewed against the Daily LMC
Balance report to ensure that sufficient funds remain
in the QPTAR. The accounting data are checked for
completeness and correctness, and the job order number
is compared against the item being ordered to ensure
that the proper expense element is charged.
The document is then input into the memorandum ac-
counts and the IDA-IIB, indicating its status as a
commitment, an obligation or an expenditure. Analysts
verify the accuracy of their data input by comparing
each document to the WANG's Daily Post Report and the
IDA-IIB Totals by Transactions Report.
Accounts are balanced on a monthly basis, and OPTAR
Reports are then generated for each LMC on the WANG
and compared to the Document Control File and the Job
Cost Status Report.
D. AUTHORIZED ACCOUNTING ACTIVITY
NSC Oakland is charged with maintaining the official
accounting records ror NAVPGSCOL, liquidating its obliga-
tions and providing financial reports to NAVPGSCOL and
senior activities. AAA reports NAVPGSCuL's accounting
status to its maior claimant. Field Support Activity (.FSAj,
using the NAVCOMPT 2i7i and NAVCOMPT 2199. CRef. 32]
AAA proviaes the Report of Reimbursable Status (NAVCOMPT
2i93) to reimbursable Research Sponsors, indicating the
amount original 1>- authorized, the reimbursements earned, and
the reimbursements billed to date for a particular account.
The difference between the amount earned and billed inrorms
the sponsor of amounts which will be billed in the future.
via Vouchers ror Disbursement and/or Collection (NAVCOMPT
2C77 ; . C Rer . 32}
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AAA is not a senior activity in NAVPGSCOL' s chain of
command. It does not take action concerning any discrep-
ancies between the amounts actually obligated and those
available tot obligation. It is simply a service activity,
centralizing the accounting, reporting and "bill paying"
functions. Its information needs are therefore limited to
the actual transactional data required for it to perform its
fiduciary duties.
AAA requires detailed information on all NAVPGSCOL job
orders, LMC's and transactions in order to initiate and
maintain it's records. Reimbursable job orders must be
accepted and entered into IDA-IIB before costs can be input.
iSee subsection B.i.a. and B.i.b. in Chapter III.; In the
case of OPBUD funds, however, costs are accumulated via
standing job orders which all of the LMC's utilize. Hence,
account initiation is not required. AAA obtains transaction
data via the IDA-IIB online terminals in the case or travel
and purchases and via time cards, labor cards and the
Faculty Cer t i r i ca t i on Letter for labor aata.
E. RESEARCH SPONSORS
Under direct funding, DoN sponsors will need to be aware
lor planning purposes of their particular allocated share or
research effort and the costs of approved proposals. Spon-
sors will be notified of their allocated level by NAVPGSCOL,
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will subsequently review and approve as many NAVPGSCOL pro-
posals as their needs and allocation permit, and will then
monitor the progress of those projects. Alternatively, DoN
activities will be able to support emergent research needs
by doing a functional transfer of funds during the POM
process, wherein IMAVPGSCOL' s OPBUD will be increased and a
commensurate decrease will be seen in the sponsor's funding
level. In both of these instances, the funds will not be
recoverable by the sponsor.
In the case of research performed on a reimbursable
basis, sponsors provide the funds which are required to
accomplish the research project. Upon NAVPGSCOL' s accept-
ance of those funds, financial responsibility for the execu-
tion of the project is transferred from the sponsor to the
school. These monies can be reclaimed, if unobligated, by
the sponsor.
The Director of Research Administration and five or the
most active Pi's were asked to describe the nature of re-
quests ror accounting information which have been received
in the past from research sponsors. Two Pi's stated that
they have never received a request for accounting inrorma-
tion concerning a project from a sponsor, while the others
described such requests as rare events. The Director or
Research Administration estimated that he is aware of
approximately ten inquiries made to the RAO annually.
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Pi's related the following reasons sponsors cited tor
needing rinancial data:
a. As noted in subsection D. of this chapter, AAA
provides monthly Reports of Reimbursable Status
(NAVCOMPT 2193) to sponsors. Since these reports
describe expenditures rather than obligations, they
provide a misleading account status. Two Pi's noted
that sponsors had occasionally become concerned with
an apparent lack of project progress, based on the
amount of funds expended on the AAA report. In these
cases, the concern had primarily been that the project
completion date be met, not on the total funds
expended
.
b. One PI stated that, if he requested that a project
receive additional funding, the sponsor might inquire
as to the way he planned to spend his current funding.
This was perceived as attempt on the part of the
sponsor to verify the need for the new funds.
c. One PI had been approached by his sponsor to determine
if any funds would be in excess, so that the sponsor
could reclaim the monies for alternate purposes.
The professors interviewed did not know or any occasion
in which a sponsor had specifically asked for a report
displaying eacn transaction to demonstrate how funds had
been used. However, the RAO report was provided to any
sponsor who requested a report showing the financial status
or its project. Alternatively, sponsors would ask Pi's tor
tne current "bottom line" total.
In short, reimbursable research sponsors have not
generally been concerned in the past with the actual expend-
itures but, rather, with receiving the contracted end pro-
duct. Speciric accounting inrormation has not been requested
in the vast majority of cases. Evidently, sponsors
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presently require little or no information concerning the
execution of projects for which they have provided the
funding. It can reasonably be assumed that sponsors will
have even fewer data requirements regarding the way in which
direct funded research projects are being carried out, since
the funds will not be controllable by them. NAVPGSCOL should
therefore anticipate questions oriented towards the state of
completion of the project from both reimbursable and direct
funded research sponsors. Additional inquiries regarding the
bottom line total should be expected from the reimbursable
research sponsors.
F. ACTIVITIES INDIRECTLY CONCERNED WITH RESEARCH
1. POM Process.
As discussed in Chapter IV of this thesis, numerous
activities, such as the resource sponsor, POM participants,
NAVCOMPT, SECNAV, CNO, and CMC will be concerned with deter-
mining the appropriate amount of resources to devote to the
NA'u'PGSCOL research program. During the POM process, the
focus will be on the total resources required to support the
program, rather than on individual research prelects,
hence, program estimates submitted by FSA (based on NAVPGSCOL
input; will be used to make tradeorfs between alternative
programs. CRef. 37:p. 1-17]
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2. Budget Formu 1 at ion.
Program estimates submitted by major claimants are
translated into budget estimates during the NAVCOMPT review
process. CRet. 37:p. 9] NAVCOMPT Budget Analysts will
therefore review FSA's budget submission to ensure that the
estimated costs or each program are in accordance with the
0MB and POM guidance, that programs are priced appropri-
ately, and that they are executable. CRef. 36]
Consistency between the documented costs of a pro-
gram and the estimated costs is critical. Cost perrormance
data concerning the amount of resources budgeted and obli-
gated and outlay rates in the previous year and the pro-
gram's past performance in relation with its spending plan
are also considered during this process. Generally the
decisions made are based on information which has been
obtained in some form rrom the activity itself, such as
previous budget submission exhibits. [Ref. 36 3
Budget Marks, or adjustments, are made on the basis
of the Budget Anal>'st*s estimate of the actual costs or a
program. Hence, an activit>''s failure to properly justiry
the costs or a program will result in its funds oeing cut.
These Marks are subject to reclama: that is to say, thev may
be appealed on the basis of additional arguments.
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3. Budget Execut i on.
FSA requires AAA to report NAVPGSCOL's tinancial
status to it on a monthly basis. As noted in subsection D.
or this chapter, this is accomplished through the NAVCQMPT
2171 and the NAVCOMPT 2199 reports, which aggregate data on
the activity level. CRef. 34] Additionally, FSA maintains a
detailed spending plan (NAVCOMPT 2179-1) tor each activity
in its claimancy. FSA retains these data at its level and
reports the aggregate spending status of all the activities
in its major claimancy to NAVCOMPT. This tinancial report
is prepared at the allocation level, rather than tor any
particular activity. CRer. 353
NAVCOMPT utilizes the reports it receives from tne
major claimancies to combine accounting data rrom tne
various allocations, in order to give appropriation level
reports to USD. CRer. 35] NAVCOMPT also may require more
detailed accounting information to perform its budgetary
runctions. It, ror example, speciric details concerning
tne execution ot NAVPGSCOL's researcn program were required
by any command more senior than FSA, that command would be
unable to extract those details from the reports it re-
oei'/es. FSA would be queried and would probably have to
contact AAA or NAVFGSCOL to obtain the necessary facts.
CRer . 3^ }
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Data can be thus be obtained at the desired level of
detail to meet various users' needs. However, the reports
generated become more general as the data are aggregated by
more senior commands. Hence, ^^IA\/PGSC0L must maintain local
memorandum records and an audit trail in surticient detail
to answer both its own needs and other activities' emergent
quest i ons
.
During budget execution, FSA will compare NaV-
PGSCOL' s actual reported expenditures against its spending
plan (^^IA\/C0MPT 2179-1; and explore the reasons for
variances. Similarly, the NAVCOMPT Budget Analyst assigned
to monitor F3A will track the ciaimancy's perrormance.
Failure to expend 0SiM,I"4 funds as planned can result in a
reallocation or resources by higher authority. Hence, seme
mutually acceptable measure of research perrormance, coupled
with prompt r epr og ramm i ng or research erfort wnen necessary,
will be important to ensure NAVPGSCOL's researcn program is
executed at its planned level. CRef. 36] Table i presents a
summary or tne various user's inrormation needs.
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TABLE 1. SURVEY OF USER NEEDS
SC PI AA DC RAO COM AAA RS*
Unobligated balance of







Total buffer funds withheld
Funds available for Expend-










Timely price change updates
Changes to status of item
aggregated
X - X X X X
z X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X
X X X X










TABLE 1. SURVEY OF USER NEEDS (cont.)
SC PI AA DC RAO COM AAA RS*
Line item, status for each
budget page category X







Reports frequency tied to
spending pace
Support and Faculty labor
shown separately
Budget pages and proposal
modifications
Source of funds and
restrictions
LMC or Reimbursable Account
Number





Labor as it is committed X
Where: COM=Comp troller ; RS^Research Sponsor; SC=Senior Commands;
PI=Principle Investigator; A A= A d m i n i s t r a t i v e Assistant;
DC=De par t ment Chairmen; RAO=Research Administration Office;
and AAA=Authorized Accounting Activity,




X X X X X







VI . ANALYS I S AND RECOMMENDAT
1
ONS
The objective of this thesis is to determine the most
userul, efricient and cost effective method to account for
research monies at NAVPGSCOL. This chapter will, there-
fore, address
:
A. Official accounting system,
B. Memorandum accounting system,
C. Department memorandum accounting system,
D. Organizational structure,
E. Internal controls, and
F. Internal Review.
Each recommendation will be preceded by a brier description
of the current practice and followed by a discussion which
13 relevant to that particular recommendation.
A. OFFICIAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
1 . Use of the RMS by AAA
Research and other reimbursable accounting data are
present!;/ encoded so that the orricial records maintained by
AAA can summarize a 1 1 reimbursable accounts, but reports
cannot be generated solely for researcn. Decisions will be
made during the POM process concerning directl>' funded re-
search wnich will require such information. Hence, this
researcher examined the possibility of devising a new system
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or accounts tor otticial record keeping purposes, which
might be more responsive to user needs than the RMS system.
RECOMMENDATION 1:
NAVPGSCOL should continue to use the RMS accounting system
and the IDA-IIB software package.
"Ashore Naval Commands employing 0)i<M,N resources are
required to budget, account, manage and report these resour-
ces under RMS." [Ref. 7:p. D-17] Deviations trom this
requirement may be accomplished through the concurrent ap-
proval or the major claimant, Orfice or the CNO. and NAVCOMPT.
CRet. a:pp. 1-93 However, the difficulties noted currently
in compiling research accounting data can be resolved more
expeditiously, by simply revising the encoding system.
The RMS system is a powerrul accounting tool. Replacing
RMS on a local level would require greater quantities or
labor than f^JAVPGSCOL possesses and would create rurther
integration problems with the remainder of the DoN account-
ing system.
2. Changes _to_t he _Accoun ting _Data_Encoding: Method
There are three piDssible methods or identirying
research accounting data separately in RMS. Each is dis-
cussed briefly below, and one is recommended,
a. Utilizing a SAG ror Researcn.
Utilizing a separate SAG would allow data to be
compiled under the functional area of Mission, Research.
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Research accounting information would be displayed vertical-
ly in a single column on the UMR **C** Report. (See Figure
17.; Total research expenses would appear in the bottom
line of the research column. As this report can be prepared
on the responsibility center level (the total research pro-
gram; or the cost center level (the research effort of a
particular department), it would answer the Comptroller's
and senior activities' information needs.
This option would necessitate that NAVPGSCOL
request approval from CNG to employ a new SAG. Since LMC's
are currently assigned at the cost center level (i.e., by
Academic Department), this would still require that new
LMC's also be employed for each account.
b. Utilitiring a New UIC for Research.
Employing a new UIC for research would effec-
tively make the research function a separate activity ror
accounting purposes, rather than part of NAVPGSCOL. In
this case, runds would be received on a separate Resource
Authorization (NAVCOMPT 2168-1^. Expenses would be reported
on the UMR "C" Report for the research UIC, as is presently
done in the case of tenant commands.
Employing a new UIC would also serve manage-
ment's need to aggregate research accounting data separ-
ately. However, use or more than one UIC to identity a
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command is not encouraged, unless it is the only way to meet
a command's requirements. CRef. 8:p. 2-7]
c. Utilizing New LMC's tor Research.
Employing new LMC's would enable NAVPGSCOL to
aggregate research accounting information according to the
location or the spending. Each research account would be
assigned a separate LMC and tracked in a manner similar to
an UPTAR. The UMR "C* Report could then be prepared tor
that particular research account, all ot the accounts in a
department, or all ot the departments (.i.e., the total
research program;.
An additional benefit can be recognized by
incorporating unique characters tor research into the exis-
ting LtiC system. This would allow personnel to readilv
dirrerentiate research transactions rrom non-research
uFBUD and reimoursable transactions. Currently, the letter
"R" tor reimbursable and a two digit alpha code, wnich
corresponds to the PI t. not an LMC ; . is incorporated into the
lob oroer number or all research r e i mbur sab i es . This num-
bering sv'Stem is designed to enable personnel to aetect the
source or any accounting errors whicn may result rrom reim-
bursable expenses being charged to tne scnooi's uPBUD. 'J sing
the new LhC ' s in research reimbursable lob orders in place
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of the the current two digit PI alpha code would be consis-
tent with the structure of reimbursable job order numbers
yet would identify the LMC to which costs are being charged
Job orders used with the OPBUD are structured
differently from reimbursable orders. Five-digit standing
job order numbers are used with the OPBUD, where the second
and third digits are the alpha characters from the appro-
priate LliC. Currently, the LMC s are assigned at the depart-
ment level, rather than for individual Pi's. If new LMC's
were assigned so that the alpha characters were unique to
research, it would enable personnel to visually differen-
tiate on reports between the costs charged to standing job
orders for research LMC's and non-research LMC's.
RECOMMENDATION 2:
NaVPGSCuL should revise its method of encoding accounting
data. The LMC system should be redesigned to al low re-
search data to be aggregated. NAVPGSCGL should assign
LMC's so that there is no duplication between the aipna
characters currently assigned, A-J, and the ones which
will be used ror research.
This option is preferred because it simply requires
NAVPGSCOL to increase the existing LMC list to include each
direct and reimbursable research account. This does not
require external approval. Reports could then be preparer
at the desired level of detail. Since the LMC would corres-
pond to a given research account, all expenses rerlected on
the UMR "C" Report would be associated solely with research.
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Hence, this method would also yield the type of data re-
quired by the Comptroller and senior activities. Utilizing
unique alpha characters for research LMC ' s will minimize
potential contusion and enable personnel to identify re-
search LMC ' s separately from all other LMC ' s
.
B. MEMORANDUM ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
1
.
Use_of _LMC' s_in_NA\/PGSCOL' s_Memorandum_Accounts
An activity's memorandum accounts must be compatible
with the AAA's official system in order for management to be
able to properly employ them. Document identification num-
bers and account codes used must, therefore, be the same.
As Stated in recommendation i, the RMS system is the
most expeditious method for AAA to perform NAVPG3C0L' s re-
search accounting. This is the system which is being used
currently. Hence, many of the procedures being employed can
and should be continued with regards to the reimbursable
research accounts. However, procedures must be estabiisned
to account ror the directly runded research projects, as
discussed Deiow:
RECOMMENDATION 3:
NAVPGSCuL should employ the same data encoding mechanism
(.i.e.. LMC s ; in the memorandum accounts as was recom-
mended for use by the AAA i Recommenda t i on Z).
This will ensure the compatibility and comparability of
reports furnished by AAA and by the memorandum system.
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2. Computer and Sof tware Cons iderat ions
a. Dual Data Input to Official and Memorandum
Records.
The Comptroller's memorandum records are cur-
rently maintained on a WANG hard disk-drive computer. NAV-
PGSCOL does not possess the software required to permit the
UANG to interface with other computers. Hence, virtually the
same accounting information for travel and PR's is entered
separately into the IDA II-B and WANG.
RECOMMENDATION 4:
NAVPGSCGL should investigate the cost effectiveness of
obtaining a computer system which is capable of inputing
travel and purchases simultaneously to the official and
memorandum accounting systems.
The labor cost savings of entering data in this manner
would be considerable. Moreover, the number or errors
made should decline. At the very least, this would ensure
the compatibility of data contained in the IDA and memo-
randum systems, thereby enabling analysts to rind and cor-
rectproblemsmore readily.
Means of implementing this recommendation have been
reviewed by NAVPGSCuL personnel in the past. Although the
current AIMS software package does not have the necessary
capability. WANG Basic software could be used. however,
time would be required to develop the programs, and this
work would have to be performed by outside contractors at a
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cost which was estimated to be approximately $25,000 at that
time. It was relt that a computer system (.locally rererred
to as an "Administrative Assistant") which would link the
Comptroller's Otfice. the Supply Department and the Research
Administration Office was required. The UANG did not pos-
sess the capacity tor this role. Since delivery of the UANG
software was not anticipated to significantly precede the
"Administrative Assistant", it was not considered cost
effective to pursue it further. CRef. 30]
b. Transfer of Labor Data Between Uang Files.
In the case of labor, data are entered into the
Uang by Labor Branch personnel for payroll purposes. Upon
receipt of the Transaction Listing from AAA, the actual
labor entered into the IDA-IIB is compared to the UANG
report previously generated by the Labor Branch. Labor data
are then input on the basis of the Transaction Listing to
each reimbursable research account by the budget analyst.
The UANG is not presently programmed to allow personnel to
input labor data to the Payroll Budget File and tfien read
it. once verified against the Transaction Listing. into the
individual research reimbursable accounts.
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Recommendation Si
NAVPGSCOL should make the necessary software adjustments
required to allow labor data to be transferred between
files in the WANG.
The AIMS software package permits applications to ob-
tain data needed in another file without redundant operator
data entry, provided the appropriate files are linked.
Currently, the Labor files associate the job order with the
costs. Hence, a "double bounce" procedure, in which the
computer would first search the disk to ensure a valid
research job order exists and then post the appropriate
account, is feasible. This would require some reprogramming
to the WANG, but could be accomplished by NAVPGSCOL
personnel. Thus, labor charges recorded in the Payroll/
Budget Master could be compared with the Transaction Listing
received from AAA. Those transactions which did not concur
would be investigated further, while the remainder would De
batch-posted, thereby avoiding dual entry of labor into the
memorandum accounts and separate posting or eacn account,
both of which procedures are time and labor intensive.
3 . Conversion o r M e m o r a n d u m _A c c o u n t s _t o
_
a n _u n 1 i n e _£ y s t e m .
A serious lack or integration or accounting informa-
tion exists at present. Departments maintain their own
accounts which they supplement with and compare to the ftAU
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report. However, frequently the data contained in depart-
ment records do not concur with either the RAO's or the
Comptroller's data.
Departments are erfectively permitted to spend only
the lesser or the RAO and the Comptroller's account
balances. This causes communication problems. Additionally,
it tends to result in a duplication or accounting ettorts.
Departments respond by employing progressively more sophis-
ticated accounting systems and becoming more defensively
oriented in their recordkeeping. As a result, excessive
amounts of documentation are currently maintained by most
depar tments
.
Personnel generally have terminals or IBM PC
computers with modems in their offices, which permit them to
link to the NAVPG3C0L IBM mainrrame computer. Hence, if
memorandum accounts were maintained on an IBM-compatible
computer, it would be possible to conrigure the sortware to
permit users to access accounts online on the current hard-
ware .
RECOMMENDATION 6:
NAVPGSCuL should use or, if necessary, obtain a computer
which is compatible with existing modems and terminals for
memorandum accounting purposes and implement a read-oniv
capability ror users. Modems should be employed to allow
users to access accounts via PC's. Passwords should be
utilized to ensure the conridentiality of accounts, so
that onl>- the PI. his department chairman, RAU and Comp-




Widespread interest in employing an online database for
research accounting data exists at NAVPGSCOL. This would
permit the various users to access a single presentation of
the most up-to-date information, while decreasing the re-
quired frequency of hard-copy reports. However, it is
important to protect the security of the information in an
online database. Hence, only Comptroller Office personnel
should be authorized to enter data into the system, and only
those individuals who will actually use an account status
^department chairmen, the PI and RAO) should be able to
obtain it. Pi's would have a password for their account,
whereas chairmen would hold a master password for the all of
the accounts held by Pi's in their department. RAO would
have access to all accounts.
4. Research Report Design
a. Format
A research report such as the one presently
prepared b>' RAu contains the necessar;/ level or detail lor
Pi's and Administrative Assistants. However, to properly
address Department Chairmen's needs requires a report rormat
whicn compares actual spending to the amount original I >
budgeted. This allows the manager to appraise the extent to
which the project is meeting its spending plan.
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RECOMMENDATION 7:
The Comptroller's Office should prepare research reports
tor Pi's and Administrative Assistants which are substan-
tially the same in design and rormat as the current RAO
Research Report. As direct funding is implemented, de-
sired changes to the format may be made. Department
Chairmen should receive an additional report prepared in
budget format. (See Figure 26.) Research Sponsors should
be provided an account bottom line status upon request,
and, if a financial report is required, these data should
be presented in the Department Chairman's reporting format
I Fi gure 26 ) .
Conversely, the information needs of activities senior
in the chain of command to NAVPGSCOL, such as the major
claimant, NAVCOMPT, and POM participants, are met by reports
generated directly by AAA. Implementation of the previously
recommended change to the data encoding method will enable
AAA to produce suitable aggregations or research accounting
i nf or ma t i on.
b. Types of Funds
Reimbursable funds are accounted for in the RMS
s>'stem so triat the costs of both expense and investment
items are included together in the account. Expense inrorm-
ation can be displayed for both direct and reimbursable
research accounts by using the UMR "C" Report. Managers can
thus compare the spending plan against budget execution.
OP,N tunds. on the other hand, cannot be accounted ror in
RMS. Hence, the UMR "C" Report will not reflect all the
costs accumulated for a particular direct-fun aed research


























































































































































NAVPGSCOL should design its locally prepared Research
Reports to include appropriate OP,N expenditures, so that
users are made aware or the total status or the research
project in a single tor mat.
Research accounting reports are prepared to answer
user's information needs. While the memorandum accounts
must maintain separation between the 0&M,N and OP.N costs,
reports should not exclude one or the other but should
present both in the budget page and detailed rormats pre-
viously described. The research reports would be reconcil-
able to the official reports. However, Comptroller's Office
personnel would not, typically, have any need to do so,
since the latter would be purely researcners' managerial
reports. Reconciliation or the two reports could be accom-
plished by summing LliC ' s OP.N expenditures with the total
expenses rerlected on the LMC's UMR "C" Report.
5 . D i soon t i nua t i on_or _Accounts .
It is recognized that AAA's periodic reports are
insufficient ror managerial purposes. Hence, all Navy
activities are encouraged to maintain supplemental records.
containing sufficient detail to allow them to obtain the
true remaining balance in a funds authorization b>' comparing
the periodic AAA report with documents submitted subsequent-
ly. It is not neces3ar>-, however, to maintain two sucn sets
or accounts. Research memorandum accounts or similar
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purpose and detail are presently maintained by both the RAO
and the Comptroller's Office.
RECOMMENDATION 9:
The memorandum accounts presently being maintained by RAO
should be phased out as the Comptroller's records are
modified to provide the information described in
Recommendation 7.
Sophisticated memorandum accounts are generally insti-
tuted when the formal system fails to provide timely reports
or otherwise does not answer user needs. CRef. 38:pp. 92-93]
The NAVCOMPT Manual CRef. 103 specifically addresses this
issue, stating that any expansion of accounts beyond the
basic requirements should not assume the fiscal office's
accounting responsibilities. It further directs that "...
any expansion of memorandum records caused by inaccurate
reports should be allowed to exist only as long as it is
needed to enable the fiscal office to improve the quality of
its reports." CRef. iO:pp. 9-763
The "official" memorandum accounts at NAVPGSCOL are
maintained by the Comptroller's Office. RAO should not,
thererore, duplicate the Comptroller's accounts for any
longer than it is necessary to ensure that those records are
adequate to meet users' research related information needs.
ProDlems were noted during the recent audit, as stated in
Chapter- 111. However, the personnel shortage which contri-
buted to those difficulties has been corrected. Hence, an
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appropriate date should be established, by which time the
Comptroller's Office will be ready to meet researcher's
information needs. The accounting functions should be
paralleled until the RAO's records are no longer required.
C. DEPARTMENTAL MEMORANDUM ACCOUNT SYSTEM
There are presently many variations in departmental
recordkeeping methods. Most departments maintain more docu-
mentation than is necessary. It is common for departments
to hold photocopies of a 1 1 paperwork associated with ac-
counts, including internally generated forms.
RECOMMENDATION 10:
Ail departments should retain the forwarded copy of each
travel order prepared by the Travel Order Office, the pink
copy of every FR, al 1 purchase orders, and warehouse
receipts, by research account. Departments shoula show tne
status or each transaction on the appropriate account's
log sneets.
Retaining ptioto copies or all paperwork submitted, in-
cluding worksneets, is a common practice on tne departmen-
tal level. This is both unnecessary and inordinately
expensive. It is important that record maintenance oe stan-
dardized to ensure unirormity of recordkeeping and a prooer
audit trail, without duplicating the memorandum accounting




Travel orders and PR's are presently screened by the
RAO's Research Administration Assistant. Having ensured on
the basis or the RAO accounts that the documents are pre-
pared correctly and that sufficient funds remain, she for-
wards them to the Comptroller's Office. The Research
Administration Assistant's reviewing efforts are then dupli-
cated by the Travel Clerk and Edit Clerk, who re-verify the
documents against the Comptroller's records.
RECOMMENDATION 11:
Duplicative screening processes should be discontinued.
Research travel orders and PR's should be reviewed against
the research proposal budget page and the Comptroller's
records. This function should be performed Dy the
Research Administrative Assistant.
Dual document screening constitutes an unnecessary
expense. As the Research Administration Assistant is very
ramiliar with the various budget pages. Pi's and depart-
ments, she IS far more likely to detect any errors. More-
over, she has been the long-term point of contact between
the Academic Departments and the Comptroller's Office and,
so, is adept at interacting with both and providing informa-
tion support for researchers.
2. T r a V e 1
__.Q rder_P reparation
Travel orders are prepared separately by each de-
partment. While some departments have centralized this
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function, others expect any of their secretaries to prepare
travel orders as required. There is a general lack of
familiarity with the proper procedures on the part of the
numerous Individuals who prepare orders infrequently. This
results in many travel orders being prepared incorrectly and




Research Travel Orders should be prepared by a group of
people who are trained in the proper procedures and
centrally located.
Some departments currently employ internal travel work-
sheets, from which travel orders are prepared. t.See Figure
27.; In addition, the Comptroller requires a difrerent
travel worksheet ror audit trail purposes. ".See Figure 28.;
A single worksheet could be implemented for all research
travel orders which would serve both purposes. (.See Recom-
menaationli*-.;
The worksheet would be prepared bv the department, ap-
proved by trie Chairman, and rorwarded to the Travel Ofrice.
Upon completion of the orders, a copy would be provided ror
the department files, while the remaining copies would be
processed through the system.
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TRAVEL WORKSHEET
Please note that travel requests should be submitted at least 10 days
prior to departure date; 15 days prior if you want an advance.
DATE OF REQUEST
Name: Title:
SSN: Office Phone iS(
Type of orders: Single / Group / Invititational (ITO) / Fund Cite
/No Cost To Government
Do you plan to drive to your destination? YES NO
Destination:
Desired date/time of departure




PLEASE DO NOT MAKE RESERVATIONS WITH INDIVIDUAL AIRLINES I ! !
!
FILL OUT ATTACHED PRR FORM
PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS RESERVATIONS ARE MADE
Airline SATO




** Request authorization for use of TAXI / LIMO / POV in and around TDY
area . No authorization needed for transporation to/from airports.
Funding: Cost Code/Job Order No. Seg:
Registration fee required? YES/NO $ (Refer to memo 9 Oct 85)
Date fee required by
Advance required? Yes / No (Will be ISSUED 2 days prior to date of de-
parture unless otherwise requested)
Utilization of government quarters required, if available, when
traveling to another government post /installation, otherwise orders
must be stamped to indicate nonavailable.
Any special or unusual arrangements should be brought to the attention
of the travel clerk BEFORE travel orders are processed.










funding Source (or All of Travel:
Spile Aecounclng:
1 Juatlflcaeion tor Week-end Travel:
(Traveler's Slgnacure)
ITINESAilY: Include all scheduled scops on cravel.
ANNUAL LEAVE OESIREO: Llse all annual leave caken In conjunction wlch travel.
PURPOSE: Complete explanation of Cravel, Including whether Cravel Is Mission
or Adnlnlscrative.
JUSTinCATION: Provide che benefits to 000/Navy/NPS as a result of Che cravel.
If No Cost Travel, provide Justification for cravel on Covemmenc
tlae.
SPLIT ACCOUNTINC: Prorate ! between Research and O&MN. If split accounting
provides less Chan lOZ of prorated travel, Chen split
accouocing will not be used.
I
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION REFER TO NAVPCSCOLINST 4650. 4A.
Figure 28. Travel Request Form
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3. Data Entry _Personne
1
.
Generally, accounting data concerning purchases and
travel are now input by the Supervisory Fiscal Analyst,
Re imbur sab 1 es (SFA,R^ personnel into the IDA-IIB system tor
each reimbursable account and by Supervisory Fiscal Analyst,
Operating Budget and Accounting iSFA, GFBUD) personnel by
LliC tor OPBUD expenses. All accounting data are input by the
respective orrices Tor the local memorandum accounts.
There are, however, definite managerial advantages to
consolidating all research accounting within the same or-
tice. Managerial oversight of the total costs of the re-
search program is simplified. Moreover, support of research
personnel's information needs is improved by having a single
point of contact.
RECOMMENDATION 13:
Directly runded research accounts should be maintained by
the personnel assigned to the SFA,R office, rather than
the SFm. uPBuD.
As the hardware and software used in both the ofriciai
and memorandum systems to account for reimbursabies is the
same as that used tor the OPBUD, this recommendation could
be readii>' implemented. Since the procedures used to input
inrormation into the systems dirrer. however, personnel
retraining would be required. A separation of duties between
personnel performing accounting duties for directly runded
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and reimbursable accounts would be advisable to minimize
errors .
E. INTERNAL CONTROLS
1 . Saf eguarding_Trave 1 _Order_Uorksheets .
Recommendation 12 advocated establishment ot a
Travel Order Oftice which would use worksheets to prepare
orders. This procedure would require, however, that
internal controls be instituted as follows:
RECOMMENDATION 14:
Departments should be issued pre-ser ia 1 i zed travel work-
sheets by the Travel Office. The location of each work-
sheet would be recorded in the department and Travel
Orrice logs. All travel worksheets would require the
Chairman's approval prior to submission. Travel work-
sheets would accompany the orders until the Deputy Comp-
troller's rinal signature was oDtainei3 and tnen be
retained in the Comptroller's Office for audit purposes.
The travel worksneet will be the document approved bv
the Department Chairmen. Hence, it must be properly sare-
guarded to ensure that unauthorized travel orders and not
prepared. Using a sv'stem of pre-seriaiized and logged work-
sheets, as described, would allow the completeness and
validity or travel to be veriried.
2. Pur chase_Requ isi tionApprova I ^Process .
There is presently no uniform procedure ror PR ap-
proval. In some departments, the Chairman signs all PR's,
whereas in others the PI has approval authorization.
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RECOMMENDATION 15:
Department Chairmen should review and sign all purchase
r equi s i t ions.
Chairmen are responsible for monitoring the propriety ot
spending within their departments. They should, therefore,
either approve all research purchases within their depart-
ments or specifically delegate this responsibility to the
Pi's. This practice allows chairmen to monitor the priority
assigned to the PR and the appropriateness of the item being
obta ined.
F. INTERhJAL REVIEW
Recent audits reveal a need for increased accuracy in
research accounts. The magnitude of the funds involved,
coupled with the large number of accounts and the entrepre-
nurial nature of research, causes this to be a potentially
vulnerable area. Research should thererore be closely
reviewed.
RECOMMENDATION 16:
A Statistically valid sample or accounts and research
transactions should be internally audited annually. This
review should be conducted over the course or the entire
tiscal year.
By spreading the review process over time, any disrup-
ti'.-e effects on the Comptroller's Office will be minimized,
and the Internal Review Staff's workload will be balanced.
Additionally, any time periods in which records have a
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I
higher or lower accuracy rate due to fluctuations in the
workload will be identified promptly.
G. AREAS MERITING FURTHER STUDY
RAO currently ensures that funds are not overob I i ga ted
by maintaining a 10% buffer fund until the final cost of a
transaction is determined. This percentage has been in
effect for approximately 10 years and is not tied to infla-
tion or any other external factor.
While it is entirely appropriate to maintain a buffer,
it is questionable whether or not it should be continued in
the same amount as at present. The method used by the
Comptroller to safeguard the OPBUD is to estimate the funds
which will be required for price changes in July. Simul-
taneously, he will be reallocating resources rrom OPTaRS
throughout the command in an effort to maximize NAVPGSCuL's
programs. Surficient funds to liquidate these estimated
price changes is administratively obligated at the end ot
the riscai year wnen the accounts are closed out. Given
that the DoN research efrort will be runded on a direct
basis in ruture, the Comptroller's procedure mignt be more
appropriate. Additionally, the 10% figure should be add-
ressed. Studies or actual price changes should be made to
determine a realistic reserve percentage. It is important
that NAV'PGSCuL utilize its research funds as erricientlv and
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etfectively as possible. Failure to meet an acceptable
spending rate could be cause for funds being reallocated to
other commands by senior activities at Mid-year Review.
H. CONCLUSIONS
NAVPGSCOL will undergo organizational change as a result
ot direct funding. In order to maintain accurate and timely
records, while meeting the needs of the many research related
parties, revisions to the existing memorandum accounting
system are required. Implementation of the recommendations
stated in this thesis will enable NAVPGSCOL to achieve a
more efficient system of accounts.
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